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PREFACE

I

believe that new career programs for auxiliary
personnel

in education have a unique potential
to

because they respond frontally

interlocking social and educational needs.

The social dilemma

surrounding poverty and isolation of racial minorities has
led
to focusing on the providing of opportunity for these members

of society to perform significant services with dignified life
roles.

New career supporters believe that if human services can

be restructured appropriately

,

with quality training, then

realistic short and long range solutions to human poverty can
emerge.
At the same time the manpower needs of one human service,

education, can be met in new ways.

(They are not being met by

overproduction of under-trained teachers.)

The redesigning of

professional roles, integrated with role development of para-

professionals, offers options to overcome education's failure
to provide realistic entre'

for qualified members of minorities

and other economically disadvantaged to the profession.

attacking these fundamental
civil

In

ills, the opportunity for reshaping

service agencies, schools of education, and other service

delivery systems is apparent.
The multiple purposes of new career programs provide
reason.,enough for failure of some early efforts to institution-

alize the core element,

a

career development structure.
iv

The

programs are not restricted to the
development of training and
work role models only; they are
deeply involved in the acceptance
of change in the schools, the
colleges, the public agencies,
and
the pressure groups which link
with these institutions.

New career programs have no simple
or isolated components

which can be implemented in painless
stages.

Where that approach

has been tried, the result has been
a skeleton which is not dis-

cernably different from old manpower
programs which offer warm
bodies for cold jobs.

One of the greatest threats to the

programs is the friendly advocate who
designs

a

superficial

program, adopts the acceptable titles, and
promotes his model as
a

simple-minded solution.

These complex program demands give rise to
belief that education needs

a

a

personal

cadre of experienced and highly

trained "project engineers" who have the leadership
skill to

relate to broad cross sections of the ecucation community.
They must be aware of the latest in educational theory
and be
skilled in building bridges between theory and practice.
I

believe we have discovered one of these bridging processes

in the Minneapolis auxiliary personnel

unfinished and needs refinement.
portable.

It does,

program.

It is still

It may not be fully trans-

however, contain elements which have proven

their potential for moving an existing organization to the
site where new service structures are to be built.
v
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CHAPTER

I

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY

Introduction

The growth of auxiliary personnel

(teacher aide) pro-

grams has been phenomenal since
the passage of the Elementary
and Secondary Act (ESEA) of
1965.

Riessman and Gartner

report over 200,000 paraprofessionals
performing

spectrum of activities in education.

1

a

broad

However, it is not in

numbers alone that the programs are
changing.

The concept

of new careers which was first
suggested by Pearl and

Riessman has offered

a

radical design for teacher aide pro-

grams with great potential for changing
and improving both the

education of children and the involvement and
participation
of the community in their schools.

The new careers concept includes

a

number of elements:

3

V. Riessman and A. Gartner, "Instructional Aide: New
Developments," Integrated Education (September,
1969), p. 55.
,

York:

Pearl and F. Riessman, New Careers for the Poor (New
Free Press, 1965), pp. 38-747

~

3 These

elements are derived from program models and
design developed under early New Career Programs and more
recent Career Opportunities Programs.
The new career concept
is anextensive statement of social and human service
needs
focusing on the victims of poverty as trainee-participants
in human service agencies.
The elements described here are
related to the education model.
-

1

-

- 2-

1 .

It provides an alternative
route to a profossional teaching or school
social work
certificate.
S
W
tUdy model > with Pleased
time
frnm tL
^K'!to pursue academic
trom
the job
work.

3.

the theoretical with clinical
experiences offering extensive
pre-professional
experience beyond the traditional
academic
program of teacher education.

4.

It creates a career ladder
where promotional
positions are provided from the entry
position
teacher position with increased
responsibility and appropriate salary
increases.

It integrates

.

5.

It combines the working role
of the participant,
which is part of the "old" role of
teachers,
with a new role offering new services
in
education.
This feature mandates a new professional role for teachers who work
with
auxi 1 iaries

6.

By applying an "open entry" feature,
it creates
an opportunity to recruit persons
into educational roles who have been rejected by

traditional
processes, thus broadening the range of
experiences, values and life styles of the
total school staff.
7.

It provides a trained and stable staff
of supportive personnel below the certificated
teacher level.
This results when trainees
abandon plans to achieve the professional
credential.
They may do so without jeopardizing
their employment and benefits.

With new career type programs, the potential for
changing
the delivery system of school services places great
stress on

the director or program manager.

His role is that of strategist

and planner in the most demanding sense.

He must view himself

as a change agent in his own institution, since the programs

are oriented toward institutional change.

However, simply

-3-

calling himself "change agent"
will not bring change.

The

adoption of the new career concept
for teacher aide programs
enhances the potential for change,
but that potential may be
lost if the director fails
in his role of strategist.
A national

effort to expand the new career
concept in

schools is now under way.

The Bureau of Educational
Personnel

Development (BEPD) of the United
States Office of Education
has recently funded 132 Career
Opportunity Programs (COP)
in urban and rural

school

systems across the country. COP

programs stress the element of new
careers described earlier.

The director of these programs are
deeply involved with many
of the issues, activities, and
strategies which are part of
this study.

The investigator served from 1965 to
1970 as the director
of the auxiliary personnel

program in the Minneapolis Public

Schools, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

That program was one of the

earliest efforts to institutionalize career
development for

auxiliary personnel.

From 1967-1969,

a

portion of the program

was supported by funding from the Scheurer
Amendment to the

Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, through the Department
of
Labor.
fall

A similar activity in New York City also began
in the

of 1967.

COP programs.

These two programs became the prototypes for
Both directors participated in developing the

guidelines for funding COP programs.

-4-

Purpose of the Study

This study will examine the
evolution of career develop-

ment in the auxiliary personnel
program of the Minneapolis
Public Schools.

It will

analyze the actions initiated by

leaders which contributed to the
acceptance and institutionalizing
of the new careers concept.

These activities will be reported

and analyzed from the perspective
of principles of organi-

zational change.

The study will attempt to speak to
educational leaders
and practitioners, persons directing
staff development programs,

those who want to analyze change, and
particularly to directors
of Career Opportunity Programs.
will

It is assumed that educators

benefit by observing the program stresses and
leader

adctions taken to relieve those stresses in

much like their own.

It seems logical

a

situation very

that these insights would

help others anticipate problems as well as
suggest certain

feasible actions.

There is, however, another hope for the

utilization of this study.
analyzed against

a

Since leader actions will be

backdrop of change theory, it is felt that

other directors will find this approach helpful as
of reference in planning new actions.

It is

a

point

possible, however,

that the diverse needs of auxiliary program directors may be
best served by relating the story of the Minneapolis program.

This format offers the potential for seeing the activity as
a

whole, while viewing selected parts in some depth.

-5-

Objecti ves of the Study

2

3

.

.

e St0ry ° f the Ml
'""“P0lis Auxiliary
Ppr^nnI? Program
p
Personnel
so that leader actions
ma/hp
seen in the context of
the total program and
the
environmental forces surrounding
it.

Analyze the leader actions
taken to induce the
organization to adopt a career
ladder
The
1
iew actions throu h change
9
theory
and uHl
!
a
will include an
effectiveness-success
assessment.

—

Design of the Study

A case-study method is utilized.

case-study
a

is a

The first part of the

historical account of the program's
development,

chronology of significant events
along with an account of

the environmental forces which
influenced those events.

Statistical and descriptive material
are also included and
the administrative organization
and services are described.

This portion of the study attempts
to establish an information

background which is used later in the
study as data.

Leader

actions are noted at appropriate points
and are coded for

identification in the analysis sections.
The second part of the case-study analyzes
actions taken
by the leaders to achieve the goal:

Adopt and implement

a

-

ca reer ladder for a ux iliary
personn el.5 4

6-

To accomplish this

goal, others inside and outside
the school organization had
to be influenced.

This need stimulated

by leaders to change others.

a

series of actions

These actions are reported and

analyzed.

The analysis of leader actions
of

a

number of writers.

is

based on the work

Kurt Lewin describes three stages

in the process of change:

unfreezi ng

,

changing and refreezing

.6

These are the major categories of leader
actions described
in the case narrative.

Leader actions will be matched against

other criteria to determine their appropriate
category.

4

The career ladder is a document containing
a series of
role descriptions, structured in a hierarchy with
appropriate
salary schedules.
Criteria for entry and advancement to various
levels are also. included.
Some ladders attempt to include performance criteria, however, the results are still superficial.
The career ladder is the physical document which embodies
the
new career concept.
The act of adoption by the Board of
Education was the culmination of much activity, before and
afterward.
The development of the document, its training
linkages and most importantly, the actions related to its
implementation with the civil service system and internally
are all part of the activity described in the case-study. (See
Appendix E).

^The integration of these concepts as tools for classifying
and analyzing leader actions were developed from Chapter 5 and
8 of Hershey and Blanchard's unpublished manuscript which is
an elaboration of their earlier book, Management of Organizational
Behavior
New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall 1970.
.

^Kurt Lewin, "Frontiers in Group Dunamics:
Concept,
Method, and Reality in Social Science:
Social Equilibria and
Social Change," Human Relations
I, 1 (June, 1947), pp. 38-74.
,

-7-

Unfreezing actions have been further
refined by Edgar
Schein who describes certain elements
which are common to

unfreezing behavior. 7
1.

The physical removal of the individual
being
changed from his accustomed routines,
sources
information, and social relationships.

2.

The undermining and destruction of all social
supports

3.

Demeaning and humiliating experience to help
the
individual being changed to see his old self as
unworthy and thus to be motivated to change.

4.

The consistent linking of reward with willingness
to change.

A fifth criterion is suggested by Hersey and Blanchard. 8

They suggest that one of Kalman's three mechanisms for
attitudial change 9 should be considered as
freezing.

a

tool

for un-

This mechanism they call force or compliance.

Changing actions will be partially identified by the
use of Kelman's other two mechanisms for achieving attitude

change.

These mechanisms are:

7

Edgar H. Schein, "Management Development as a Process
of Influence," Industrial Management Review, II, 2 (Mav, 1961),
pp. 59-77.
8 P.

Hersey and K. Blanchard, unpublished manuscript,
an extension and elaboration of their earlier collaboration,
Management of Organizational Behavior (New Jersey: Prentice
Hal 1 , 1969) , Chapter 8.
9H
C. Kelman, "Compliance, Identification and Internalization:
Three Processes of Attitude Change," Confl ict
Resolution 1958, pp. 51-60.
.

,

-8-

1

.

lde n ti fjca t

i Qn
can be said to occur when
an
006 8 1
1
6 because h e wants
-^^
t^estahlLh
establish or maintain a satisfying
selfning relationship to another
'
person
or a
; n ... The
group
individual actually believes
in
the responses which he
adopts through identification
but their specific content
is more or less irrele
vant
He adopts the induced behavior
because it
is associated with the
desired relationship "
(It can be thought of as a
modeling behaviorone learning a new behavior
by copying another's).
-

7

^

2

.

-

^

’

ter a1 Zation can be said
t0 occ ur when an
[!
j
individual
accepts influence because the
content
of the induced behavior
the ideas and actions
of which it is composed
is intrinsically
rewarding.
He adopts the induced behavior
because
it is congruent with his
value system ... and
his needs. 10

~^!

—
—

The above represent changes in
attitudes only.
and Blanchard have suggested four
levels of change:
edge; 2) atti tudinal

;

3)

individual

organizational performance.

11

Hersey
1)

knowl-

behavior; and 4) group or

These will be the major

criteria for identifying leader actions
with the change step
in Lewin's process.

Refreez_in£ actions will

be identified with those actions

which are directed at reinforcement of change
actions.
A final

section of the analysis of leader actions will

assess the effectiveness of the leader actions using
the model

suggested by Bernard BassJ2

He distinguishes between successful

^Kelman, "Three Processes,"
1

1

pp.

51-60

Jersey and Blanchard, unpublished, Chapter

8.

^Bernard M. Bass, Leadership, Psychology, and Organizational
Behavior (New York: Harper and Ross, 1960), p. 90.

-9-

and effective leadership and
offers

a

framework for evaluating

the effectiveness of actions
on a short term basis.

Limitations of the Study

1

.

The generalizations developed in
this study have
evolved from an analysis of an urban
school system
It cannot be arbitrarily
assumed that they are
applicable to suburban, rural, or all
other
urban sites.

2.

The change being analyzed is limited
to the
institutionalization of the concept of career
development. Other changes which may
appear
in the story are not necessarily
related to this
analysis process.

3.

The investigator served as the director of
the
program during the years under study. This
provides an advantage in viewing the subtleties
and complexities of the simultaneous and
overlapping actions which are the focus of the study.
The advantage of the investigator's relationship
to the program also limits the study, since
the
identification of actions linked to career development and the identification of prime target groups
for leader actions is through leader-investigator
judgement. These judgements cannot be documented
or validated by other sources.

Need for the Study

The study attempts to bridge the gap betwwen theory
and practice.

Educational practitioners need documented and

evaluated actions of other practi tioners dealing with similar
problems.

In his classic case-study of organizational

Guest observed:

change,

-

10 -

At this stage of development
what is needed
most --- this is what model builders
and
theorists say somewhere in a footnote
is more empirical material,
more real life
studies in on-going organizations.^

—

Though he was undoubtedly referring
to industrial organizations,
his point applies to education with
equal

Educational

literature has

a

or greater force.

serious gap in this dimension.

Guba states that, "Education seems to be
literally centuries

behind other areas of endeavor in recognizing
the gap and in

making provisions for its reduction. 14

He goes on to discuss

the knowledge gap between initial research and
final use in
terms of four states of the theory-practice
continuum; research,

development, diffusion and adoption.

He claims that the

failure of the diffusion function to operate satisfactorily
can be attributed to the lack of an acceptable strategy.

This study is directed at the knowledge gap of diffusion
and adoption.

It describes

the behavior of leaders in one

auxiliary personnel program who successfully diffused
complex idea into

a

school

a

system and stabilized that concept

through formal adoption processes.

The study provides

work through which these actions may be viewed.

a

frame-

The actions

are then analyzed and evaluated as to their effectiveness.

l

3

R.H. Guest, Organizational Change:
The Effect of
Successful Leadership (Illinois:
The Dorsey Press, Inc.
and R.D. Irwin, Inc., 1962), p. 3.
14

Egan Guba, "Development, Diffusion, and Evaluation,"
(Portland, Oregon, 1967), p. 3.

- 11 -

Chapter

II

will

review the literature related to

career development concepts in auxiliary
personnel programs.
The nature and complexity of these radical
teacher aide models
will

be contrasted with the normative programs.

A limited

selection of the change literature also will
be reviewed in
this chapter.

The focus is on identifying processes, concepts,

and principals which will serve as an analytical
framework
in the study.

A final

section in this chapter will present

the framework and rationale for the case study
as
tool

a

research

and its application to this study.

Chapter III is

a

five year story of the auxiliary

personnel program in Minneapolis.

of the program from

a

The focus in on the evaluation

normative model to

devoted to organizational change.

a

radical model

The environmental forces

and other influences contributing to, and restraining,

these changes will be highlighted.

This chapter will serve

as the base for extracting data for analysis.

Chapter IV will be devoted to analyzing the leader
actions identified in the story.

The analysis will be limited

to those actions directed at influencing the adoption of a

career ladder for auxiliary staff by the school system.

Chapter

V will

summarize the findings and reflect on

the combined picture offered by the story and the analysis

- 12 -

process.

From this viewpoint, recommendations
will be

extracted for those in schools; in agencies
responsible for
funding experimental auxiliary programs; and
those who serve
on technical assistance panels to the funding
agencies and

the programs.

CHAPTER

II

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter is divided into three
sections.

The

purpose of the first section is to
familiarize the reader
with the concept of new careers in
auxiliary (teacher aide)

programs and the range of departure
expressed in this concept
from the norm of non-new career type
teacher aide programs.

The emphasis in on establishment of

a

rationale for the

importance of new career programs in education.
The second section will review selected
theories,
models and strategies for generating or analyzing
change
in organizations.

These will be selected, presented and

discussed from the limited perspective of their
utility
as an analytical

tool

in assessing the actions of leaders

in a new career auxiliary personnel

program.

The third section will acquaint the reader with the
use of the case-study as

a

research method.

The rationale

for utilizing the case-study technique in this paper will
be presented.

-

13 -

-

SECTION

1:

14 -

CAREER DEVELOPMENT IN TEACHER AIDE PROGRAMS

Historical Perspective

The modern era of the teacher aide movement began
in
the 1940

s

and 1950

s

in the United States under a program

of the National Youth Administration.

The youngsters

employed in the program were trained as nonprofessionals
in the human service fields of health, education,

welfare, corrections, and the arts.

were in education.

recreation,

Only about 12 percent

There was no programmatic follow-up

in terms of long-run use of auxiliary personnel, and the

program was liquidated in 1943, leaving only the experience
of an attempt to use nonprofessionals in the human services

Other teacher aide programs followed including the
Bay City, Michigan experiment in 1953, the Yale-Fairfield

Plan and the Rutgers Plan.

Foundation funds.

All were initiated with Ford

The Bay City program is credited as the

first conscious attempt to improve classroom performance by

freeing teachers from huge amounts of busy work.

The other

plans were intended to assist administrators in preserving

quality education in the face of severe personnel shortages.

2

iGarda W. Bowman and J.O. Klopf, Careers and Roles in
the American School (New York:
Bank Street College of Education
1967), p. 4.
2

W.S. Bennett, Jr., and R.F. Falk, New Careers and Urban
Schools (New York: Holt, Reinhart and Winston, Inc., 1970) p. 16

-

15 -

Bowman and Klopf suggest that an emphasis on
budgetary

considerations retarded widespread progress in teacher
aide
program development following the middle 1950's. 3

Bennett

and Falk agree but feel that the unprofessional
treatment of

teachers and the low wage levels of the 1950's made it
difficult
to discuss the use of assistant professionals in a field
that

could not afford to pay regular professionals in the first
place.

They observed that this situation was somewhat altered

in the 1960's. 4
In the mid-1960's,

occured.

Title

I

major breakthroughs in funding

of the Elementary and Secondary Education

Act (ESEA) provided

a

new source of funds which stimulated an

explosive expansion of teacher aide programs.

In 1967

80.000 teacher aides were reported at work in the nation's
schools.
levels.

5

This represented an 800 percent increase over 1960
At this time, the United States Department of

Labor predicted that the number of teacher aides would reach

175.000 by 1970. 5

By September of 1969, Riesman and Gartner

3

Garda W. Bowman and J.G. Klopf, Auxiliary School Personnel
Their Roles, Training and Institutionalization (New York: Bank
Street College of Education, 1966), p. 18.
4

Bennett and Falk, New Careers and Urban Schools

,

p.

16.

^H. Striner, 1984 and Beyond (Michigan: W.E. Upjohn
Institute for Employment Research, 1967), p. 5.

6U.S., Department of Labor, Manpower Report of the
President (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1967),
,

p.

104.

-
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reported that 200,000 paraprofessionals
were working in the
nation's schools.

They further reported predictions
that by

1977 there would be one and
the United States.

7

a

half million teacher aides in

The National Education Association

reported that in 1969 one teacher in
every four in the United
States had the support of

a

This figure was up from

19 percent level

school year.

a

teacher aide in his classroom.
in the 1966-67

The Association pointed out, however, that
most

teachers shared an aide with one or more other
teachers and
that the practice of assigning an aide to

a

single teacher

had decreased slightly during this two year
period.
It is realistic to assume that current
economic trends

and budgetary problems of school districts throughout
the

country may deflate predictions of teacher aide program

expansion and may reduce the number of aides now employed.
Current figures are not available.

New program monies are, for

the most part, not applicable for the work salary of new teacher

aide staff and the major souce of federal funds, Title

I

of ESEA, has not been appreciably altered to provide additional

resources for teacher aide staff expansion.

^Riessman and Gartner, "Instructional Aide:
ments,"

p.

New Develop-

58.

^National Education Association, "Teacher Aides in the
Public Schools," NEA Research Bulletin (National Education
Association Research Division, March, 1970), pp. 11-12.

-
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Teacher Aide Programs

Much commentary and limited empirical
research on teacher

aide programs is reported in the
journals.

Many writers deal

with the issue of roles for teacher
aides, the kinds of work
they do and judgements on those things
they should not do.
A liberal

position regarding appropriate aide roles
has been

adopted by most state departments of education,
much to the

chagrin of some.

Tanner and Tanner complain that few educators

have expressed concern over the need to identify
criteria for

distinguishing between tasks that are professional or
paraprofessional.

9

They base this complaint on

a

study of state

policies while attempting to define the role limits of
aides.

They found that ten states have laws governing the utilization
and employment of paraprofessional

s

,

eleven have guidelines

which are advisory in nature, and twenty-nine have neither,

although seven of this group were developing either guidelines
or laws.

They deplore the inconsistency of legal teacher

aide roles from state to state.
Limited research has been reported on the critical issue
of teacher aide influence on the learning of children.

One

study by the Stanford Research Institute reported by the Education Task Force covered 1000 compensatory education programs.

9 L.N.

Tanner and D. Tanner, "Teacher Aide: A National
Study of Confusion," Educational Leadership May, 1969, pp. 765-769.
,

-

They found that 23 showed

cognitive learning.

a
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demonstrable gain in pupils'

Of the 23, 10 involved
the use of

para professionals. 1 ^

They were reporting on
studies conducted

in Minnesota, California,

Indiana, New York, Florida,
and

elsewhere, which indicated
that the introduction of
the paraprofessional into the classroom,
or as a tutor, or in a
newly
structured situation, supported
greater pupil learning.

.The

Hew Careers Influence

A wide range of objectives
and philosophy are inherent
in teacher aide programs
nationally.

One end of this range is

exemplified by the State of Utah's
employment of aides for
the stated purpose of extending
the professional

service of

the educator and enhancing his
professional status.

11

The

other end of this continuum grows
from the new career concept
which questions the notion that all
teaching
and insists that education is

a

part of

a

is

technique

community process

involving both children and adults from
the same community.

1

?

This latter position implies an equity
for community members

U.S., Office of Education, Division of
Assessment and
Bureau of Educational Personnel Development,
A
R eport of the Sub -C ommittee on
_
Training Planni ng. 1971-1975~bv
dUC t
Task Force (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printingy
n !!?
Office, J1969),
pp. 26-27.
r
nnv,uCoordination,

•

Jutah State Board
ra

T^b»)

1

p

l2

°

l l

an ^

^

1 1

of Education, Guidelines for the Selection,
zat l0n °f Auxiliary Personnel (Salt Lake Citv.

|

Bennett and Falk, New Careers and Urban Schools,

p.

3.

-

primarily low-income and minority persons
in the schools.

extremes.

-
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with the professionals

Most program philosophies lie between these two

Those employing persons in

a

single level job, without

training opportunities, tend toward the Utah position.

Those

providing for employment of low-income and minority residents in
the school's neighborhood, with opportunities for training and

career advancement, tend toward the position described by Bennett
and Falk.
An outspoken proponent of the new career concept in

program design, Arthur Pearl, suggests that there are at least
three different approaches which can be taken toward teacher
aides.

They are:
1.

The Plantation Treatment
Aides are hired at low wages and irregular hours,
making them marginal to the education process.

2.

The Medical Profession Treatment
Based on a central professional figure who is
Surrounding him are satellite professions:
exalted.
Each has
nurses, dieticians, physical therapists, etc.
a limited range of advancement; none has the possibility
of becoming a doctor -- unless he negotiates the entire
formal training sequence.

3.

The "New Career" Treatment
A person rises
Places all positions on a continuum.
the top
attain
can
He
competence.
as he attains
to cross
able
is
and
routes
level by a variety of
13
over to related fields.

^Arthur Pearl, "New Careers and the Manpower Crisis in
Education" (mimeographed paper from the National Educational
Association symposium on Educational Manpower, Washington, D.C.,
1967), p. 13.
1

-

In spite of this range of differences

most are widely reported as successful.
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in program concepts,

Rittenhouse, in

a

Stanford Research Institute nationwide study, reports
that,
One thing may be said with complete assurance.

..

(and) almost

without exception, school districts having aides would be very
reluctant to give them up. "14

He found that this attitude held

true for teachers, administrators and parents in the community.

Advocates of the new career concept in aide programs often
point to the failure of the human services to provide appropriate
and adequate services to its clientele as an argument for adoption

of new career concepts.

Yabroff and Matland charge that the

failures of education, welfare, health, corrections, and other

services are due to shortcomings in organizational structures
and in numbers and quality of personnel.

They further argue

that merely expanding current structures and extending current

practices is not the solution, feeling that

a

new careers

approach holds, perhaps, the major promise toward solving these
problems.

The agency would become more sensitive to client needs

since some of that clientele would serve on the staff.

Professional

staff members would be able to restructure their role and thereby
avoid the waste of talent. 15

Rittenhouse, An Interpretive Study of the Use of
Paraprofessional Aides in Education (California: Stanford
Research Institute, 1969 ), p. 15
14c. H.

.

15u.S., Office of Education, National Center for Educational
Research and Development and National Committee on Employment of
by B. Yabroff and M.
Youth, New Careers for the Sub-Professional
Matland (Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office, 1970 ), pp. 6 - 7
,

.
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Others predict

a

rising tide of human service positions

as the nation moves from a technical

society.

society to

a

humanistic

Striner predicts this will change the balance of

manpower in our economy. 10

Over 60 percent of the labor

force will be in the services sector and less than 30 percent
in manufacturing, compared with a current ratio of about 55

percent to 35 percent manufacturing.

He claims that a five

percent shift in the manpower distribution will have tremendous

implications for education, life styles and basic values.
Pearl appears to support Striner's prediction:

Every technological change which relieves
the need for work in mechanical service or
products produced in industry actually
increases the need for manpower in human
service!
Every technological change which
reduces the need for work in mechanical
service and product producing industries
makes possible a greater investment of
If the new
manpower in human services!
career proposal is relevant to today's
manpower problems, it's even more meaningful
If there is applicability
for tomorrow.
to the United States, there is even greater
potential in the newly emerging Asian and
African nations.!?

16striner, 1984 and Beyond

17

,

p.

5.

Arthur Pearl, "New Careers: One Solution to Poverty,"
(mimeographed, School of Education, University of Oregon,
undated), pp. 6-7.

-

The new career concept appears as

a
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demarcation line

separating auxiliary personnel programs in education from
those programs devoted to filling gaps in the existing structure.

There are basically two auxiliary personnel movements under way
in this country.

One employs teacher aides in a variety of

roles intended to improve the existing educational program.

The new career type programs, on the other hand, are radical

teacher aide models devoted to changing the schools.
The concept of new careers was advanced most widely by

Riessman and Pearl. 18

The model is not limited to education

and applies equally to other human services including welfare,

corrections, and health.

The concept emerged from the

recognition of problems in the human services and the failure
of society to provide its poor with equal options for productive

careers and service.

Pearl

has pointed out that it is not

motivation, but opportunity that is lacking for the poor.
He feels that a parallel

made available. 18

route to the credential should be

Riessman and Gartner describe new careers

as more than a manpower approach.

They emphasize its differences

from the norm of teacher aide programs:

"It is not enough to

8 Riessman and Pearl, New Careers for the Poor , pp. 38shows the model for new career type programs in education
l

74,

(Chapters 3-4).

^Arthur Pearl, "Educational Change: Why--How--For
Whom?" (unedited speeches distributed by the Human Rights
Commission of San Francisco, undated), pp. 6-7.
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merely hire more manpower to do
things

—

a

to patch up the school

the indigenous paraprofessionals

,

little more of the same old
system.

The new manpower,

must be thoroughly involved

in providing a new pattern of instruction directed toward new

educational goals. "20

Another fundamental difference between the two program
concepts is between careers and jobs.
this from the viewpoint of the worker:

Sidney Fine describes
"Two men working side

by side may be performing the same simple tasks, yet for one

the activity is merely a job and for the other it is a step
on the career ladder.

The first worker feels

'used', unvalued,

disposable; the second feels involved, valued, committed. "21
Pearl

says that careers imply permanence and opportunity for

upward mobility. 22

i

n

practice the values in new careers

seem to have greatest impact on the young and the poor when

compared to others with the same opportunity .23

20r iessman and Gartner, "Instructional Aide:
Developments," p. 58.

New

2^Sidney Fine, Guidelines for New Careers (Kalamazoo,
W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research, 1967),
Michigan:
p.

1.

22pearl

,

"New Careers:

One Solution to Poverty," p. 13.

23Bennett and Falk, New Careers and Urban Schools,

p.

126.

-

Besides personal
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inadequacy, Fine also argues that many

poverty programs failed because they were
insincere and superficial

programs, sponsored by the middle class
community and,

in effect,

leading the poor back to dead-end jobs.

that many poor no longer want such jobs.

He states

The jobs barely

provide them with subsistence and are little, if
any, better
than welfare.

Like welfare, they rob the poor of their

dignity as effective human beings. "24
The issue of careers versus jobs, or what some call
the
intrinsic rewards of work, has been discussed from several

perspectives.
uational

Hersey and Blanchard present

a

model for sit-

leadership which is directed toward freeing workers

to function more effectively and,

in some instances, more

independently in their work roles. 25

It is assumed that skilled

leadership can change an organization so that workers, to the

benefit of the organization, find personal value in their work.
Others in the business field also discuss these issues of

organizational restructuring and leadership styles. 25

24 F ine, Guidelines for New Careers

,

p.

12

25 Hersey and Blanchard,
unpublished manuscript, p.
25 Schein, Organizational

71-80.

Psychology (New Jersey: PrenticeHall, Inc., 1965), particularly Chapter 4; and D. McGregor,
The Professional Manager ed. by C. McGregor and W. Bennis (New
York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1967), particularly Parts 2 and 3.
,

-
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Owens contributes directly to educational
literature in this
same dimension, drawing on research, theory,
and knowledge

from business, industry, public administration,
and the
mil

i

ta ry .27

The current trend is toward modifying ordinary
teacher

aide programs by the adoption of new career concepts.

Ritten-

house points out that, "Career development is... an important

factor in the success of

a

teacher aide program.

Those programs

that offer opportunities for career progression seem to be
the most effective from the point of view of both the schools
and the aides. "28

The Education Task Force points out, "...

data are not presently available as to the effect of

established career advancement system.

.

a

fully

.data that are available

suggests that it would serve to provide even more significant
pupil

gains (than) other teacher aide programs."

This report

goes on to suggest the new careers concept would positively

affect:
-

-

pupil learning
manpower shortage in the schools
the misuse of existing professional resources
the role of teachers and others in the community
the human resources of the community
the relationship of the school and the community
the self-image of community people
the burden of poverty faced by individuals and borne
by the community29

27r.g. Owens, Organizational Behavior in Schools
Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970), Chapters 6-10.
28ri ttenhouse, Use of Paraprofessional Aides

,

p.

,

(New

6.

29Education Task Force, Report on Training Planning

,

pp.

26-27.

-
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Others argue directly for new career development on its
social merits.

Pearl makes an interesting case by pointing out

that compensatory education programs focused on children alone

would require two decades before the beneficiaries of those
programs could enter the labor force.

He suggests that

involving new career personnel in those same programs would
result in immediate as well as long range benefits to society. 30

Yabroff and Matland support that position:
needs help now

—

and gets it.

"The school child

Someone who needs

potential for self-fulfillment -- gets it.

a

job with

And all who want

the kind of improved quality of life that results from more and

better human service

—

get it. "31

Another social value from new careers

is

seen as the

regeneration of the ghetto through the improvement of skills
and leadership roles in its residents.

Riessman and Gartner

point out, "Where training and education essential to

a

career

advancement program takes place, the paraprofessional from
the community gains skills and ability, thus building the human

resources of the community, an essential need of all ghettos
and barrios of America." 32

30Pearl

,

Bennett and Falk provide case

"New Careers:

One Solution to Poverty,"

p.

3.

3lYabroff and Matland, New Careers for the Sub-Professional
p.

5.

32 Riessman and Gartner, "Instructional Aide:

ments,"

p.

56.

New Develop-

,

-
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studies of changes in individuals encountered in the Minneapolis
New Career Program.

Their findings support and extend explicit

insight on this subject; however, the bulk of their data on
this topic will

not be available until

a

later publ ication.33

Donald Davies, United States Deputy Commissioner of

Dr.

Education, in announcing the Career Opportunity Program,

indicated that the Office of Education has great hopes for the
success of COP because the over-riding concept is one of partnership, until now a concept that has been alien to all parties

involved.

He was referring particularly to schools, communities,

and col leges. ^4

Corey saw

a

need for better relationship

between school districts and colleges in effecting education
change.

He expressed the need to improve teacher education

with programs mounted by the entire profession. 35
at least

a

suggests

Pearl

partial answer to that need through new careers

"...it is educationally valid to do teacher training

programs:

right in the schools, dealing with problems as they come up,
."36
with monitoring and combining the research and training functions

33[3ennett and Falk, New Careers and Urban Schools

,

pp.

144-

154.
34 Donald Davies,

Education

,

"Come Out from Under the Ivy," American
(March, 1970), pp. 29-31.

35corey, Arthur F., The Responsibility of the Organized
Profession for the Improvement of Instruction NEA Center for
the Study of Instruction, 1969, p. 3.
,

36pearl

,

"Educational Change:

Why--How--For Whom?"

p.

9.
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A number of writers discuss the issues of teacher and

teacher organization resistance to change. 37

Rittenhouse

suggests that most problems (with teacher and organization
resistance) can be overcome if teachers are given responsible
roles in planning and implementing aide programs. 38

Brighton

emphasizes that active teacher involvement in the aide selection
process is one way to reduce frictions.

3^

Most writers consciously relate the new career concept
with the employment of low-income and minority staff.

Yabroff

and Matland however, point to the universal value of the concept.

Mew Career Programs are of special value to
the poor because they provide opportunity and
career development to those with low levels of
education and training:
however, it could be
a mistake to equate the idea of new careers
with the poor. The desire for better jobs,
sometimes described as the search for self respect
through useful work, is characteristic of
individuals from all economic and social backgrounds .40

Most writers in the new careers field have equated new
careers with change.

Bennett and Falk view it this way:

37 Yabroff and Mattland, New Careers for the Sub-Professional
pp.

,

11-12.
38 Ri ttenhouse, Use of Paraprofessional Aides

,

p.

7.

39h. Brighton, "Thoughts on the Teacher Aide Program,"
Adult Leadership (October, 1970), p. 118.
,

40 Yabroff and Mattland, New Careers for the Sub-Professional
pp. 7-8.

,

-
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The use of aides involves complicated changes
in the structure of the schools themselves.
The employment of teacher aides under the
guidance of a new careers concept involves
changes in the teacher role, the emergence
of new roles in the schools, and a much
closer integration of the school with the
neighborhood in which it is located.
It
involves new patterns of communication and
authority .41
Internal changes needing attention deal with professional

role changes.

Rittenhouse points to the supervisory role for

teachers which must be assumed.

He also recognizes role changes

for the school principal, which he describes as the addition
of duties and the reorganization of school operations to make

more effective use of personnel. 42

others describe new

professional staff roles as change in role philosophy and
Bowman and Klopf observed sensitivity to role

behavior.

changes in

a

programs.

They described teachers as having "...perceived their

professional staff in their demonstration

own role in new perspective after -working with aides in the

classroom.

All

concerned, administrators, supervisors, teachers

and auxiliary personnel

had to rethink their roles and

4lBennett and Falk, Hew Careers and Urban Schools

^Rittenhouse, Use of Paraprofessional Aides

,

p.

,

p.

5.

11.

43utah State Board of Education, Guidelines for Auxiliary
Personnel
p. 4.
,

-

and relationships when aides were introduced
into

a

30 -

school

system. "44
In early 1966 the

Scheuer Amendment to the Economic

Opportunity Act (EOA) of 1964 provided $40,000,000 to 30 cities
and rural areas for new career programs.

Despite the broad

provisions for funding new career programs in any human services
field, it is suggested by Bennett and Falk that the initial

selection of cities were weighted by past or potential urban
violence.

Minneapolis, one of the larger cities with

a

demonstrable manpower shortage in the human service field, was
passed over in favor of smaller cities with
potential for violence.

a

demonstrable

A riot on the Northside apparently

demonstrated Minneapolis' potential for violence and the new
career program was funded after the second round of

site

sel ection.45

New Career programs began in late 1967 and each was

limited to

a

two year operational

sequence for participants.

Most recent legislation in education has restructured and

refined the new career concept into the Career Opportunity

Program (COP).
and rural

The COP programs are funded in 132 cities

school districts throughout the United States.

They began in the summer of 1970 and their timing allowed

a

few of the early New Career Programs to link with COP programs.

4 4 Garda W.

Bowman and J.G. Klopf, "Using Auxiliary Personnel,"
(April, 1968) pp. 37-42.
Michigan Educational Journal
,

^Bennett and Falk, New Careers and Urban Schools,

pp.

95-96.
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In essence, COP was

finishing what early New Career Programs

started.

The COP programs inherited the concepts of new

careers.

The guidelines were developed by an assortment of

educators and community representatives from throughout the
United States. 46

Some had background and experience in the

earlier New Career Programs funded under the Scheurer Amendment.
The lessons learned in the New Career Programs became
of those guidelines.

a

part

COP programs are designed to produce

orderly change in two directions

—

first, in the very

organization and structure of the local school system, and
second, in the alignment of priorities in teacher training

institutions. 47

Yabroff and Mattland discuss some of the reasons for
early New Career Program failures.

They offered ten reasons

for the failure of most of the original 30 programs:
1.

Administrators of the programs and other
professionals in the agencies did not
understand and accept the concepts of
new careers.

2.

It was difficult to put new career concepts
into practice.

3.

Complex problems of institutional change were
not overcome:
- Civil service regulations
- Budgetary procedures
- Attitudes of agency personnel and clients

46This group became the Leadership Training Institute (LTI)
The LTI-COP is funded by the
for Career Opportunity Programs.
to provide technical
continues
and
Education
of
U.S. Office
of Education itself.
Office
the
and
to
assistance to programs

^Davies, "Come Out from Under the Ivy,"

pp.

29-31.
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4.

Mon-new career teacher aides were used as
expedients to ease professional manpower
shortages without redefining the professional
job.
Teacher aide jobs became inherently
temporary

5.

The use of only low-income aides caused income
levels to be emphasized at the expense of
job integrity.

6.

Professional opposition developed against
the idea that persons less well educated
than themselves possessed the potential for
providing services efficiently.

7.
10.

Professionals feared that their influence
would be diluted or status and wages threatened.

8.

Teachers had a limited view of the role and
potential of subprofessionals.

9.

Licensing procedures inhibited innovative
uses of manpower.
Clear managerial appreciation of, or commitment
to, job redesign was often lacking.

They also list some important role factors for program

administrators

pp.

1.

Administrators are the key to solving the
problems that hinder the programs success.

2.

An administrator must be prepared to overcome
resistance; regulations that prevent innovation;
opposition of special interest groups; and
inertia of bureaucrats.

3.

The administrator must provide for effective
communications within and outside his own
program sphere.

4.

The administrator must discard established
patterns of viewing his agency's service
delivery system as merely the sum of its
existing parts. 48

48 Yabroff and Mattland, Mew Careers for the Sub-Professional
11-13 and pp. 19-23.

,
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Summary

The new career concept is tightly interwoven in two

fields, the social sciences and education.

Within the new

career concept, social sciences and education are tied together
by the bond of services delivered to people.

It is

interesting

and significant to note that among those from both fields who

understand and advocate the new career concept, there

disagreement on purpose, need, and potential.

is

no

There may be

disagreement on methodology or process for changing institutions through the application of the new careers concept
but these differences, if they exist, are management problems.

The concept of new careers or, as it is often called,

career development, seems to be shared in the following:
1.

Education is a part of a community process involving
parents and children. This implies equal legitimacy
for aide and professional in the total enterprise.

2.

All
is

staff positions are on a continuum.
Competency
the basis for promotion as well as survival.

3.

There are lateral alternatives for career movement
which imply a need for closer linkages between
agencies in human services.

4.

The concept involves a full reorganization of agency
personnel. There is a broader range of skills and
staff levels and these roles are differentiated
in performance and responsibility quite unlike
The
existing institutions in the old models.
systems
different
through
delivered
services are
of personnel deployment.
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Many advocates of new careers express their support of
the concept in terms of the shortcomings in existing institutions.

The failure of human service agencies to solve their manpower
and services problems are major arguments for new careers.

The traditional view of workers as interchangeable parts in
the organization is attacked frontally in the new career concept.

The belief in the worth and inherent value of an individual
to the organization, his family, and society is central

the concept.

potential

to

Of particular interest and importance is the

in new careers for one agency to influence change

in another.

This is the theme of many who discuss the relation-

ship of schools and colleges in teacher aide programs committed
to new careers.

These change influences are not limited to

schools and colleges but extend to State Departments of

Education, civil service agencies, and teacher organizations.
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SECTION

CHANGE

2:

Change

The literature on change is vast and diffuse.

The bulk

of literature on change in education as well as in other fields
has grown in the past decade.

Much of this writing has

primarily served social scientists rather than managers of
change. 49

This is not to say that managers should not be

familiar with the theories and concepts of organizational change.
Thus, Mcguire states "...the practitioner who would select and

consciously follow an appropriate change model faces the
task of deciding which, if any, of the existing change models
is

appropriate for his situation.

He must recognize that

existing models do not all speak to the exact same issue and
has the added burden of deciding whether models are describing

what is or what should be."

observation

is

He continues, "The overarching

that in its present state and form the litera-

ture contains little that is readily and dependably useful
for the practicing school administrator in the task of adminis-

tering for change. "50

49 E.M. Rogers and L. Svenning, Managing Change (San Mateo,
Operation PEP, September, 1969), p. iii.

California;

^L.M. Maguire, Observations and Analysis of the Literature on Change (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
Schools, Inc., 1970), p. 4 and p. 5.

Research for Better
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The present review began as
tool

a

search for an analytical

to assess leader behavior in an auxiliary
personnel

program.

To integrate the picture presented by the
literature on change
and the design of this study, the search focused
on principles

related to the behavior of the change agent.
The discovery of the Lippi t-Watson-Westly model, which

postulates stages in the relationship between the changeagent and the client system, offered some promises in the
search for an analytical tool.
in this model

are:

1.

The development of

2.

The establishment of

3.

The clarification or diagnosis of the client
systems problem

4.

The establishment of alternative routes and goals;
the establishment of goals and intentions of action

5.

The transformation of intentions into actual
change efforts

6.

The generalization and stabilization of change

7.

The achievement of

These stages reflect
and action.

a

a

a

need for change
a

change relationship

terminal relationship^

systems approach through diagnosis

However appropriate these stages are, they have the

disadvantage of implying
events.

The seven steps suggested

a

simplistic chronology of action and

Though it is not suggested that an administrator

51r. Lippitt, J. Watson, and B. Westley, The Dynamics of
Planned Change (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.,

1958), pp.

131-141.

-
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would not be involved with all of these stages at one time or
another, it would be very difficult to apply this model to

complex leader actions taken over an extended period of time.
Other models were found to contain shortcomings.
carried the assumption that there is

a

Many

logical progression

of theory into practice in planned change.

There is some

research to indicate that such a process is largely

a

myth.

52

A more promising area was opened by Pickering, who

identified the four stages an innovator must go through to
see his innovation implemented.
2)

They are:

1)

Philosophical,

Strategical, 3) Political, and 4) Practical. 53

This led

to a search into the strategies and techniques for changing

organizations
Further search uncovered six principles of strategy

which promised to serve as realistic management guides as well
as an analytical

too.

These principles were presented by the

National Training Laboratory (NTL) and were based on Kurt

Lewin's work on institutional behavior and force field analysis.

The strategies which are presented by NTL are as follows:
1.

To change a subsystem or any part of a subsystem
relevant aspects of the environment must also be
changed.

52l.F. Carter, "Knowledge Production and Utilization in
Contemporary Organizations" (paper presented at the University
Council for Educational Administration Career Development Seminar,
University of Oregon, Portland, Oregon, October 1967) p. 10.

Pickering, "Change and the Elementary and Secondary
of
Education Act," Fosterinq and Reinforci ng Innovative Behavior
Selected School Personnel (New Mexico: Southwestern Cooperative
Ecucational Laboratory, Inc., May, 1967), p. 39.
53r. l

.
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This involves the consideration of changes in
overlapping parts of the system.
If other
changes are not effected, one can expect
lowered morale, transfers, and resignations.
The diagnosis of needed change in any one
subsystem must accompany change in other
subsystems
2.

To change behavior in any level of a hierarchical organization, it is necessary to
achieve complementary and reinforcing changes
in organization levels above and below that
level

When role changes are involved in any hierarchy,
a change of roles in others in the hierarchy
is assumed.
These must be attended in any
strategy.
3.

The point to begin change in the system
some stress and strain exist.

is

where

The resistance of teachers to sharing teaching functions
with lay people will give way before the dissatisfaction with the status quo. The dissatisfaction
becomes sufficiently strong to overcome the
restraining forces. Of course, the restraining
forces do not disappear in the changed situation,
they are still at work and will need to be handled
as the changed situation becomes stabilized.
4.

If throughgoing changes in a hierarchical structure
are desirable or necessary, change should ordinarily
start with the policy-making body.

Sanction by the ruling body lends legitimacy to any
institutional change, though “illegitimate" resistance
must still be faced and dealt with as a reality in
the situation.
5.

Both the formal and informal organization of an
institution must be considered in planning any
process of change.

Every social system has a network of cliques and
These informal groups often exert
informal groups.
strong restraining influences on change unless their
power can be harnessed in support of change.

-

6

.
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planned chan 9 e is often directly
to which members at all
levels
of an institutional hierarchy
take part in the factfinding and the diagnosing of
needed changes and in
the formulating and real i
ty-testing of goals and
programs of change.
5

°f

reUtP^t^th^H
elated to the degree

Once the workers in an institution
have agreed to
share in investigating work and
relationship
problems, a most significant state in
overcoming
restraining forces has been reached.
This agreement should be followed by shared
fact-finding
by the group.
Participation by those affected by
the change in fact-finding and
interpretation
increases the likelihood that new insights
will
be formed and that goals of change
will be accepted.
This set of strategies, based upon the
classic work of

Lewin, was consistent with the author's
own biases that effective

managers most often work from

a

strategy base.

These strategies

have an unusual face validity in the light of
management and

program experience.
not requiring

a

They additionally have the advantage of

rigid chronology of action.

This means that

it is conceivable that managers may have a number
of actions

under way dealing simultaneously with all or
strategies.

a

number of the

It also implies that a strategy may be related to

more than one action, or that an action may accomplish only

a

portion of the strategy.

^National Training Laboratory, Reading Book Twentieth
Annual Summer Laboratories in Human Relations Training (Washington, D.C.:
National Training Laboratories 1966), pp. 16-20; and
Lewin, "Frontiers in Group Dynamics," pp. 5-41.
,

,
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A manager must have the ability
to work from strategy
to action.

This is supported by the research of
Gross, Giacquinta

and Bernstein. 55

They undertook

a

study which focused on the

process of implementing an innovation in
schools.

They found

that the failure to implement the innovation
effectively was

attributable to deficiencies in the strategy used
by the
administrator.

Their study also demonstrated the value of

viewing change as

a

process.

The NTL strategies were tested unsuccessfully as an

analytical

tool

in this

study.

They proved to be interesting

and relevant statements in reviewing leader actions,
but they

served little purpose in analyzing and classifying the actions

themselves.

They were reluctantly abandoned as useful tools

for analyzing leader actions.
Kurt Lewin has provided much insight into the complicated

processes of change.

In his

classic study he suggested the

diagrammtic use of vectors acting in opposition to each other
to achieve better understanding of the change process and to

make intensive studies of change.

He called "driving forces"

those that were contributing to change and "restraining forces"
those that were in opposition to change 56
.

(See Figure A

55n. Gross, J.B. Giaquinta, and M. Bernstein, An Attempt to
Implement a Major Educational Innovation: A Sociological Inquiry
(Cambridge, Mass
Center for Research and Development on
Educational Differences, Harvard University, 1968), p. 239.
.

56|_ewin,

:

"Frontiers in Group Dynamics," pp. 5-41.
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Restraining forces

Equilibrium level

Driving forces

Figure A

Force Field

Lewin pointed out that the social condition (equilibrium
level) would change as the forces were increased or decreased
on either side so as to cause an imbalance in the force field.

The movement of the equilibrium level is the change in the
condition.

If the forces are controlled,

is controlled.

then the change also

- 42 -

Lewin found from his studies that many changes
tended to

revert back to previous levels after the manipulation
of the
forces.

He suggested that changing the equilibrium level

for permanent results would involve three steps:

unfreezing

,

'

movi n g

>

and freezing of group standards

been retitled by others as unfreezing

,

.

These have usually

changing

and refreezina

,

His commentary on these steps is as follows:
A change toward a higher level of group
performance is frequently short lived;
after a 'shot in the arm, group life
soon returns to the previous level.
This indicates that it does not suffice to
define the objective of a planned change
in group performance as the reaching of
a different level.
Permanency of the new
level, or permanency for a desired period,
should be included in the objective. A

successful change includes therefore three
aspects:
unfreezing (if necessary) the present
level..., moving to the new level..., and
freezing group life on the new level.
Since any level is determined by a force
field, permanency implies that the new
force field is made relatively secure
against change.
Lewin did not suggest criteria for classifying activity

directed at unfreezing or changing.

However, Shein suggested

four common elements found in unfreezing behavior. 57
1.

The physical removal of the individual
being changed from his accustomed routines,
sources of information, and social relationships
.

57Schein, "Management Development,"

pp.

59 - 77

.

.
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2.

The undermining and destruction of all
social
supports

3.

The demeaning and humilitating experience to
help the individual being changed see his
old self as unworthy and thus motivated him
to change.

4.

The consistent linking of reward with
willingness to change and of punishment
with unwillingness to change.

An additional unfreezing process is offered by Hershey

and Blanchard.

They suggest that force, or compliance, is also

an unfreezing process.

This element is probably inherent

in at least some of Schein's list,

but probably deserves to

be listed separately.

Criteria for determining behaviors which relate to the

change step of Lewin's process come from several sources.

Walton suggests there are two basic categories for inducing
change:

1)

power techniques and

2)

attitudinal techniques. 58

Power techniques (force) are relegated in this study to

unfreezing criteria as described earlier.
techniques deserve attention.

Attitudinal

Sayles calls these changes

conversion and describes them as the individual's cognitive
or attitudinal change.^

Kelman identifies three different

58 R.E.

Walton, "Two Strategies of Social Change and Their
Dilemmas," Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, (April-MayJune, 1965), pp. 167-179.
An
59L.R. Sayles, "The Change Process in Organizations:
Applied Anthropological Analysis," Human Organization (Summer,
1962), p. 66.
,
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processes of influence on an
individual's attitudes which
can be distinguished:
compliance, identification, and

internalization. 60

Hershey and Blanchard linked
Kelman's

first process, compliance, to
force or power techniques
and suggested it be considered
as an unfreezing element.

This leaves identification and
internalization as criteria
for c hange influence.

They are described by Kelman, in
part:

i-^ nti

fi cati on - can be said to
occur when
an individual accepts influence
because he
wants to establish or maintain a
satisfying

self-defining relationship to another
person
a group ... The individual
actually believes
in the responses which he adapts
through
identification, but their specific content
is more or less irrelevant.
He adapts the
induced behavior because it is associated
with the desired relationship.
or

2*

.Internalization - can be said to occur when
an individual accepts influence because of
the
content of the induced behavior - the ideas
and actions of which it is composed - is
intrinsically rewarding. He adapts the
induced behavior because it is congruent
with his value system... and his needs.

Shein suggests that behavioral changes which occur
through internalization are more likely to sustain
themselves
(

re-f reez ing) than those brought about by identification. 61

Hersey and Blanchard suggest four levels of change:
1)

knowledge changes, 2) additudinal changes,

60 Kelman,

3)

individual

"Three Processes," pp. 51-60.

61Schein, "Management Development,"

p.

112.
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behavior changes, and 4) group or
organizational performance
changes. 62

They suggest two cycles through which
these

changes can be implemented.

Figure B.

Participative Change Cycle
(from Hersey, P. and Blanchard K., unpublished
manuscript, Chapter 8)

62 Hersey and Blanchard, unpublished manuscript, Chapter 8.
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Figure

B

shows the cycle carried out through group

participation utilizing the personal power generated
by the
leader.

The changes become progressively more difficult
as

the steps ascend.

They hypothesize that though changes are

slower through utilizing this cycle, they are more
permanent
The alternative is described as follows:

Figure C.

Coerced Change Cycle
(from Hersey P. and Blanchard, K., unpublished
manuscript, Chapter 8)
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Power or force is applied to the organization.

This

causes changes in individuals and generates
change in the

knowledge structure, which in turn affects attitudes
of
individuals.
volatile.

These changes are comparatively fast but are

Continuous force is needed through the leader's

position power to maintain the effect until the attitudes
and

subsequent behavioral changes are internalized.
The authors point out that the skill of the leader in

diagnosing follower needs and other intervening variables

determine which cycle might be most productive.

The assumption

is clearly made that both are appropriate under the proper

conditions.
Lewin, along with others suggests that the refreezing

stage is accomplished by building barriers to prevent tampering
with the driving and restraining forces influencing the new

equilibrium.

The primary stabilizing criteria appears to be

reinforcement of the new behaviors.

This reinforcement can

be continuous or intermittent, but the changed condition

cannot be abandoned with the expectation that it will generally

survive through its own merits.

Summary

Though much has been recently added to the literature
on change, most of it has been written by social

for other social scientists.
be found.

scientists

Some useful tools, however, can

The classic work of Lewin is highly respected and

much theory links to his three steps in the change process:
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unfreezing, changing and refreezing.
Schein offers four elements common to
the unfreezing
stage and Hersey and Blanchard add

a

fifth element.

Hersey

and Blanchard also suggest four levels
of change which offer

insight into behaviors that are change
oriented.

Kelman

suggests two mechanisms related to the changing
of attitudes.

When these mechanisms are fitted in with
Hersey and Blanchard's
levels, there are five criteria to identify
the changing process

The refreezing process is linked to the
reinforcement of changed

behaviors.

All

of these factors offer a model

of the leader actions.

for analysis
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SECTION

THE CASE STUDY IN RESEARCH

3:

The following section briefly reviews selected

characteristics of the case study.

Representative content

from the professional literature is also presented to establish the rationale and justification for using the case study

technique in the present study.
A case study can be defined simply as a carefully

recorded story or account of something that actually happened. 63
This definition is somewhat oversimplified, perhaps because the

author is primarily concerned with the use of case studies as
an instructional

tool, although he clearly applies this

definition broadly.

Berelson and Steiner describe

a

case

study as an intensive examination of many characteristics of
one unit (person, work group, organization, community, culture),

usually over

a

long period of

time.^

Van Dalen furthers

the definition by specifying the kinds of data gathered:

past experiences, present status, and environmental forces
that contribute to the unit's individuality and behavior. 66
He also requires a process of analysis and

a

restructuring of

the parts in the unit's current working condition.

63 G.L.

Immegart, Guide for the Preparation of Instructional
Case Materials in Educational Administration, (University Council
for Educational Administration 1966), p. 1
64B
Berelson and G. Steiner, Human Behavior (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1964), p. 27.
.

York:

66 D. Van Dalen, Understanding Educational Research (New
McGraw-Hill Book Co. , 1962) , p. 218.
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Best discusses two kinds of descriptive research:
the survey and the case study.

longitudinal.

.

.

The latter "is intensive and

The analysis is detailed and complete,

noting change, growth, or development in the life cycle.

.

.

of the case under consideration "66
.

Most seem to agree that

a

case study has the following

elements
1.

It is a story of the development of a social

unit.
2.

It is intensive.

3.

It is longitudinal, covering an extended
period of time.

4.

It contains analysis of the primary characteristics under study.

The need for the kinds of information which can best
be presented through case study techniques is recognized.

Guest referred to this need when he suggested that more
real-life studies in on-going organizations are needed. 67
Pearl

takes issue with more traditional research efforts and

supports the involvement of the researcher himself in the
experiment.

Currently the researcher tends to stand aloof
and from a remote vantage point at the computer
laboratory he observes, surveys, and tabulates.
This type of reserach fairly radiates virginity,
but unfortunately it suffers the fate of chastity;

66j. W Best, Research in Education (New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1 959)7 p. 112.
.

67Guest, Effect of Successful Leadership,

p.

2.
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it is without issue.
The detached nonparticipant
researcher is unable to distinguish cause from
effect.
Even if he could isolate an area which
requires change, he finds it difficult to detail
a practical solution, and, almost always, he is
unable to identify potential resistances to
suggested improvements.
Often he reaches faulty
conclusions because he generalized from nonrepresentative behavior. 68
.

.

Pearl's position offers support to the researcher who

would presume to look at his own behavior in the context of
case study research.

Guba tends to support Pearl from

a

different perspective.
Traditional evaluation has four characteristics
which account for its limited utility
(1)
Evaluation data are usually available only upon
termination of the evaluation period. (2) Evaluation
data typically afford only a retrospective view.
(3) The assumptions on which evaluative designs
are based impose a series of constraints on the
evaluation and (4) The constraints imposed create
a laboratory condition within which the treatment
.

.

.

is tested. 69

Not all of Guba's concerns are resolved by applying the

process of case study research; however, the latter two limitations
of traditional evaluation are not usually inherent in case

studies
The conditions imposed by the program under study

-

the

span of time, the involvement of the investigator in the process

*^Pearl
p.

,

"New Careers and the Manpower Crisis in Education,"

7.

^^E.G. Guba, "Development, Diffusion, and Evaluation"
(paper prepared for the University Council for Educational
Administration Career Development Seminar, Portland, Oregon,
October, 1967), pp. 35-36.

-

of the program, and the diffuseness of activity

-

all
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point

toward the case study technique as the most appropriate for

serving the needs of this study.

opportunity to look at

a

The technique provides the

situation from

a

broad perspective and

subsequently to scrutinize selected elements of that broader
picture.

c H A P T t R

III

MINNEAPOLIS AUXILIARY PERSONNEL PROGRAM

The purpose of this chanter is to tell the story of
the development and institutionalization of the auxiliary

personnel program in Minneapolis.

The actions taken by

leaders are identified bv letter and digit codes at selected
points.

(Table 3

-

analyzed in Chanter

Chanter 4)
4.

These actions are later

The story includes descriptions of

the environmental forces which contributed to the nature
of the program.

The actions highlighted are those directed

toward changing the people and the conditions blocking the

adoption of

a

career ladder for the auxiliary staff.

The story is divided into three parts, the first
of which is

a

background of the city and its school system.

This section also contains historical

information relevant

to understanding the evolution of some of the characteristics

of the program.

The second section describes the nature

and activity of the program in its first two years when it

closely resembled the norm of other aide programs.
final

The

section describes the evolution of the oroaram into

radical program model and the nature of that program.

-
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The City of Minneanol

Mi nneano

I

i

s

54 -

*

is~

is a

city of 434,319 people 2 located on

the Mississippi River in the southeastern part of Minnesota.

With its somewhat smaller twin city, St. Paul, it is the
center of

a

seven county metropolitan area of over l,8b5,000,

the largest population center between Chicaao and the Pacific
Coast.

As such it serves as the funnel inn point for the

entire Upper Midwest reqion of the country.

The city and its surrounding area, has lonq been noted
for the high oualitv of its labor force.

Typically, the

unemployment rate in Minneapolis is lower than in other major
cities, possibly due to the variety and density of industry
in the city as well

work force.

as to the hiah level capability of its

The unemployment rate in Mav of 1970 was 3.3%,

compared with 5.5% national rate for the same month.
economic center of

a

As the

prosperous region, rich in such natural

resources as forests, minerals, water Power, and productive
agricultural land, Minneapolis attracts commerce and workers
from all of the Upper Midwest Reqion.

Many residents are drawn

lfhis section and the following are extracted from
research reports of the Department of Research, Minneapolis
Public Schools.
2

Census figures from preliminary and incomplete
1 97U
Data not specifically dated 1970 are qeneral ly
census data.
reports.
census
earlier
from

-
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f r om the neiohhorinq states of
Iowa, Wisconsin, Nebraska and

the Dakotas as well as from the farminn
areas and the Iron

Ranne Reaion of outstate Minnesota.

More Minneanolitans work in clerical and
sales iobs
than in any other occunation.
ma.ior wholesale-retail

Reflectinn its position as

center and

finance, and insurance,

a

a

center for bankina,

out of 10 residents work in

3

clerical and sales occupations.

Almost as many

[

27 %) are

employed as craftsmen, foremen, and operatives, and
20%
of the work force are professionals, technicians,
manaaers,
and officials.

Fewer than

1

out of 5 (17%) workers are

employed in laborina and service occupations.

Minneapolis city novernment is counci 1 -dominated
The mavor, elected for

a

2-vear term, has limited powers.

The elected city council operates by committee and ennaqes
in administrative as well

Minneapolis is not

as
a

leaislative action.
crowded city.

While increasinn

industrial development has occupied more and more land,

population has declined steadily from
1950.

a

peak of 522,000 in

The city limits have not been chancied since

1

927.

Most homes are sturdy sinqle family dwell inns built to

withstand severe winters.

Row homes are practically nonexis-

tent, even in low income areas.

In 1°60,

in Minneapolis was owner-occupied.

53% of the housino

-

Most Minneapolitans are native born Americans.

35,000

(

%)

are foreign born.

56 -

About

Swedes, Norwegians, Germans,

and Canadians comprise most of the foreign born population.
Few non-white citizens live in Minneapolis, although

their numbers are increasing.

In 1960, only 3 percent of

the population was non-white, but the 1970 census reveals
this figure has doubled.

About 80% of the non-whites are

Black Americans, with most of the remaining non-white

population being Indian American, typically Chippewa or
Sioux.

Only

a

small

number of residents from Spanish-speaking

or Oriental origins live in the city.

In general,

white families are larger than white families.

the nonnon-

In 1960,

white residents made up 3.2% of the city's population, but
accounted for 7.8% of the children in the city's elementary
schools.

In 1970,

non-white residents made up 6.44% of the

city's population, but accounted for 13.04% of the total school

population.

The number of Negroes living in Minneapolis has

increased from 11,785 in 1960 to 18,998 in 1970.

Minneapolis has not yet reached the stage of many other
large cities in terms of the level of social problems.

It

has been relatively untouched by racial disorders or by

student unrest.

Crime rates are below national averages.

Concern over law and order, however,

is

reelection of Mayor Charles Stenvig,

a

evidenced by the recent
former police detective.

- 57 -

On first impression Minneapolis
seems to have avoided

serious problems of blight and decay.

But the signs of trouble

are evident when one looks beyond the
parks and lakes and treelined streets.

As with many other large cities, the
problems

are focused in the core city and are related
to concentrations
of the poor, many of them non-whites, and
the elderly.

census reports show, however

,

1970

that the Negro population is moving

away from the central part of the city into communities
in the

northern and southern sections.

This recent census also shows

they live in small concentrations in each of the ten
communities

of the city (see Table 1, following page), with the Northeast
having the fewest number.

The Near North Community holds the

largest number of Negroes and there

is

still

a

general concentration

of Negroes and Indians in the central area of the city.

There has been

a

steady migration to the city by Indian

Americans from the reservations and by poor whites from the
small

towns and rural areas of Minnesota.

"promised land" of Minneapolis looking for
way of life.

supported
on relief;

1

Some make it, many do not.

They come to the
a

job and

In 1957,

a

better

the city

out of 10 of the state's Indian Americans who were
in

1969, it supported

American population

is

3

out of 10.

The Indian

generally confined to the small geographic

areas near the center of the city.

Estimates of their un-

employment rate vary but range as high as 60%.

These central
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areas of the city have the lowest median incomes in
the city,
and the highest concentrations of dilapidated housing,
welfare

cases, and juvenile delinquency.

While Minneapolis contains

13% of the state's population, it supports 28% of the state's

AFDC families.
The elderly are also concentrated in the central city.
In 1960, Minneapolis

had the greatest percentage (13%) of

persons over age 65 among the 30 largest cities in the country.

The elderly, like the 18-24 year old age group, live near the
central city because of less expensive housing in multiple-unit

dwellings

is

available.

Younger families have continued to

migrate toward the outer edges of the city and surrounding
suburban areas.

The Minneapolis Schools

About 77,000 children go to school in Minneapolis.

Most of them, about 67,000 attend one of the city's public
school

s

Public enrollment in the schools has dropped from

71,569 to 67,158 in the last six years,

a

loss of 6.2 percent.

At the same time the average class size has been reduced as follows
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TABLE

2

4

SIX YEAR PUPIL-TEACHER RATIO COMPARISONS

Grades

1

965-66

1970-71

Kindergarten

28.6

23.0

1-6

29.6

27.5

High

29.2

25.9

Sr. High

27.7

24.6

28.78

25.26

Jr.

All

Grades

ratio reduced

^Sources

-

12.26%

Annual reports of the Minneapolis Public Schools.

The average class size reduction of over 12 percent for all
grades indicates that while pupils were leaving teachers were
being added to the instructional staff.

The Minneapolis Public Schools, headed by Dr. John

B.

Davis, Jr., who became Superintendent in 1967, consist of 68

elementary

schools (kindergarten-6th grade), 15 junior high

schools (grades 7-9),

9

high schools (grades 10-12),

schools.

2

junior-

Over 3,600 certified

senior high schools, and

4 special

personnel are employed.

Control of the public school system
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ultimately rests with the seven member School Board.

These non-

salaried officials are elected by popular vote for staggered
six year terms.

The Superintendent serves as the Board's exec-

utive officer and professional adviser and is selected by the
Board.

The system's current operating budget for 1971 is

approximately $72,000,000, up from $62,500,000 in 1970.

Per

pupil costs were $876.00 in 1970, up from $787.00 in 1969.

The range of per pupil costs in the state for 1969 was from
$321 .00

-

$942.00.

Close to

40<t

of each local property tax

dollar goes for school district levies.

The School Board is a

separate governmental agency which levies its own taxes and
sells its own bonds.

One of the Superintendent's goals has been to achieve

greater communication among the system's schools through
decentralization.

Consequently, two "pyramids" or groups of

geographically related schools have been formed.

First to

be formed, in 1967, was the North Pyramid, consisting of North

High School and the elementary and junior highs feeding into it.
In a similar manner,

the South-Central

Pyramid was formed in

1969 around South and Central High Schools.

There

is

an Assistant

Superintendent for each pyramid as well as advisory groups of
principals, teachers, and parents.

The goals of the pyramid

structure are to effect greater communication among schools and
between schools and the community, to develop collaborative and

-
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cooperative programs, and to share particular facilities
and
competencies of teachers.
In 1970 there
3

were 20 elementary schools,

5

junior highs,

senior highs, and 12 parochial schools serving children in

areas eligible for programs funded under Title

Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA).

of the

I

The Federal

criteria for selecting these schools are based on economic
factors, in particular the number of families receiving AFDC

and/or having incomes under $2,000.
children attend these schools.

Approximately 22,000

Of that number, one-third

are defined by the State Department of Education as educa-

tionally disadvantaged, i.e., one or more grade levels behind
in basic skills

such as reading and arithmetic.

Federal

programs are concentrated on the educationally disadvantaged
groups

The proportion of school age children in AFDC homes has
increased from approximately 12% in 1962 to 17% in 1969.

In

10 elementary schools, 30% or more of the pupils are from homes

participating in AFDC programs.

Turnover rate is the percent of students that come in
new to the school or leave the school at some time during the
school year, using the September enrollment as

a

base figure.

While the average turnover rate for the city in 1968-1969
was about 60%, this figure varied widely according to location.
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Target area schools generally experienced
rate:

much higher turnover

a

five of these schools had rates of 100% or
greater.

Eleven Minneapolis schools had turnover rates of
45% or less.

Historical Factors Influencing the Auxiliary Personnel
Program

The advent of Federal support of education, particularly
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, stimulated

the growth of teacher aide programs throughout the nation.

Minneapolis was no exception and the first aides in the
regular school year program were employed with funds from

Title

I

of this Act.

There were, however,

a

number of events

which occurred prior to the school year 1965-66 that had

significant influence on the program.
In 1961

President Kennedy asked for legislation which

resulted in passage of the Juvenile Delinquency and Youth
Offenses Control Act.

The Community Health and Welfare

Council of Hennepin County, Inc. was awarded

planning grant.

a

two year

With these funds the Council established the

Youth Development Project (YDP) to plan

a

comprehensive network

of programs and services for children and families within
two selected target areas of Minneapolis.

The leadership

of the YDP project was destined to play significant roles both
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in

conceptualizing the initial teacher
aide program and

later, when they joined the staff
of the Minneapolis Schools,
in supporting the development
of the program.

The men who served in this dual
role were led by Mr.
Larry Harris who served as director
of YDP and is now Assistant

Superintendent for Urban Affairs in the
Minneapolis schools.
Mr.

Donald Bevis was school service planner
for YDP and

returned to the school system as Assistant
Superintendent for
Federal Programs, Research and Development.

Dr.

Lawrence

Moon replaced Mr. Bevis on the YDP staff
and on his return to
the schools again replaced Mr. Bevis as
Director of Federal

Programs, Research and Development.

Mr.

Bevis was promoted

to Associate Superintendent for Business
Affairs.

A fourth

member of YDP, Dr. Richard Faunce, was Director of
Research.
He was later employed by the Minneapolis Public
Schools as

Director of Educational Research.
As the YDP focused on educational

programs in the target

area, new funding was required to implement those plans.

The

Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 (EOA) provided the first

major program money.

It was directed

into

a

summer program

for children in sixteen target elementary schools.

These

schools served low-income communities and contained the

highest concentrations of minority children in the city.

The

summer program, designed by the YDP staff, was conducted in
1965 and directed and staffed by the Minneapolis Public Schools.

-
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One feature of this program was that
every teacher had
an aide who lived in the community and
who qualified as a low-

income family member.

Previous educational attainment and

experience were not excluding factors in aide
employment.
Deliberate efforts were made to employ parents of
children
who also had to qualify economically to attend
the program.

Teachers were generally employed first and assisted
in
the selection of the aides.

The idea of using the poor as

staff was radical for the time, and there was considerable

skepticism on the part of teachers and principals.

Possibly

because there was no alternative if they were to work in
the program, they accepted the idea.

The program was designed for six weeks, with children

attending only five weeks.

Three days were allotted for pre-

service training and planning activities and two days at the
end for evaluation activity and other duties.

The pre-service

time allowed the teachers to get to know their aides and to
plan how to work as

a

team.

A research team was employed to evaluate the program.

The investigator served as the chairman of that team and was
closely associated with the program throughout the summer.
One of the unexpected results of the program was that

teachers were overwhelmingly enthusiastic about the aides.

They insisted that aides were needed in the regular school

program and stuck to this point of view.

The research team

-
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reported these findings to the newly
appointed Director (later

Assistant Superintendent) of Federal
Programs for the schools.
With the assistance of the YDP
staff, a new proposal for a
teacher
aide program was designed and
funding
was secured.
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THE AUXILIARY PERSONNEL PROGRAM

-

1965-1967

The new program, which started in
November of 1965,

went beyond the concepts embodied
in the summer program but

maintained most ingredients of that
program.

The summer

program required the employment of low
income persons as
aides because it was funded under the
Economic Opportunity
Act.

The new program, funded under ESEA, Title

I,

had no such

limitations; however, the new design implied
both the validity
and the desirability of employing residents
who qualified

under the EOA criteria.

No significant staff resistance was

met on this point after the positive experiences
in the summer
program.

The involvement of teachers in the selection process
was continued in the new program.

Many of the aides employed

in the summer were rehired in the fall.

However, since the

new program required more aides (200 were employed in
the first

cycle), it was easy to establish the precedent of teacher selection
in the process.

(Leader Action A 3.2-4)

The new program included funds and personnel for

continuous program of in-service training.

dimension but

a

needed skills.

This was

a

a

new

logical one, for many employees came without

Aides were selected primarily on the basis of

their personal qualities after residency and need were established.
A program director (consultant) was employed to manage the program

and particularly to see that appropriate training programs were

made available.
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Limiting Influences

It did not take long for the
program director to become

acutely aware of limitations imposed by
institutional policy,
tradition and legalities.

This seemed to apply particularly

to the teacher aide program,

in which the central

toward services delivered by people.

thrust was

Since the teacher aides

were new to the system, coming from populations
which were
not traditionally recruited and facing

a

newly structured

service, the challenges from tradition oriented
groups
sharpened.

The conflicts which developed around the teacher

aide program became critical during the career development
phase and will be discussed in

a

later section of this chapter.

However, the leader's efforts to neutralize these potential

conflicts imposed limits which permeated actions and planning
from the very beginning.

Though these limits cannot always be

clearly described, the reader must be conscious of the delicate
areas through which program policy was gradually evolving.

One definable limit which surfaced very early was the

Charter of the City of Minneapolis.
a

This document includes

section governing the employment of personnel in the schools

of the city.

Though the city schools have been fiscally

independent since 1959, they are still subject to other

jurisdictional controls by the political structure of the city.
The charter states that the schools may employ two kinds of
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personnel.

One group are those certified by
the State Depart-

ment of Education as teachers,
principals, supervisors or
superintendents.

They may be employed at the discretion
of

the Board of Education.

All

other school personnel are in

the classified service (city civil

service) and are recruited,

screened, and referred by that agency.
The civil service structure in Minneapolis,
as in most

other government agencies, is often tied to
rigid procedures.
The recruitment and selection process is centralized
and in-

corporates testing and other devices which it was felt,
tended
to screen out the very people w ho were targeted
as aides.
a

temporary solution,

aide was negotiated.

a

As

part-time, temporary position of teacher

Filling these positions did not require the

active involvement of the civil service staff:

The names of

employees were simply reported to the Commission.

This policy

was satisfactory for the early stages of the program, but proved
to be totally unsati sfactory later.

This procedure provided
.

a

mechanism to test the utility of new auxiliary personnel without
becoming shackled by complicated intake processes. (Leader

Action

B

1.2-1)

Another program limitation was the source of funding.
The ESEA funds were earmarked for those schools housing

concentrations of children identified as educationally disadvantaged.

There were both positive and negative implications

from this limitation.
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Among the most positive factors was the concentration of
staff within

a

limited number of schools.

This forestalled

a

thinly distributed staff and may have contributed to many of
the early successes, which proved important in establishing the

program.

A second factor was that the children who needed the

program most (if indeed aides were to contribute to the
educational process) received the help.

indicated that aides did make

a

Subsequent research

positive difference in childrens

learning.

The negative results of funding limits included the

limited number of children and staff who experienced the

program firsthand.
in fundamental

Another unexpected factor caused

policies:

a

change

non-target school teachers (most

of whom had never worked with an aide and who had stereotyped

resistances) viewed the program as

a

"poverty" effort.

This

emphasis was viewed as destructive to the objective of creating
a

permanent supporting staff within the school system.

For

this reason, the policy requiring low income qualifications

for aides was abandoned.

with the hope that

a

Instead, a residency rule was applied

mixture of staff from varied economic

backgrounds would change the program image.

The target areas

wide mixture of ethnic and economic groups

of the city had

a

(see Table I).

(Leader Action A 1.2-1)
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State Department of Education

As the teacher aide program was starting
in Minneapolis,

there was

conscious effort to provide an atmosphere in which

a

teachers could experiment with this new service and
find practical
ways to improve their programs.

Directives telling how to do it,

or how not to do it, did not exist.

Emphasis was placed on

principals and program leaders learning from the teacher and
aide teams, including teacher and aide teams learning from
each
other.

The State Department of Education in searching for con-

structive ways to assist the schools, had asked

a

staff member

in the teacher certification department to draft a position

statement regarding the use of aides.

This statement, drafted

without benefit of experience with program activity, took the
position that the role of aides should be limited to clerical
activity.

Immediate negative reaction was received from both

Duluth and Minneapolis.

Dr. Thorwald Esbensen of the Duluth

Public Schools published

a

recognition.

5

rebuttal which gained considerable

Minneapolis responded with

the department to discuss the issue.

a

personal visit to

State Department of Education

staff personnel were very interested in the experimental nature
of the Minneapolis program and gave full support to its con-

tinuation.

(Leader Action C3.3-12)

^Thorwald Esbenson, "Should Teacher Aides be More Than
Clerks?" Phi Delta Kappan, January, 1966, editorial page.
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Several subsequent activities evolved from this
contact.
A state-wide study group was comissioned to
examine both current

and promising practices in teacher aide programs.

group evolved into

a

This study

sub-committee of the Advisory Committee

for Teacher Education, with responsibility for making
recommend-

ations to the department on various matters relating to teacher
aides

The sub-committee was composed of representatives from
the State Department of Education, junior colleges, the State

Colleges, the University of Minnesota, teacher organizations,
school administrators, teacher aide program directors from

Minneapolis and St. Paul, and
and suburban schools.

eighteen months.

a

few auxiliary staff from urban

The committee met regularly for over

Each meeting lasted a full day and each

session ended with an area of tentative agreement which was

drafted by the writing team into

a

document for presentation

at the next meeting.

The sub-committee eventually reached agreement on three
areas to receive the focus of attention:

developing new and

more liberal state guidelines for utilization of aides; recommendations for staffing within the department itself; and broadly

constructed certification procedures which would place authority
and responsibility in equal measure on the school systems of
the state, the colleges, and the State Department of Education.

(Leader Action

C

3.2-13)
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It soon became apparent that every member of the
sub-

committee had his own reasons for participating.

Colleges

wanted training program curricula incorporated in the recommendation.

This was particularly true of the junior colleges.

Teacher organizations wanted security from misuse of program
and personnel

by administrators,

where aides were employed.

Aides wanted job security and believed

certification would insure that.
local

i.e., increasing class sizes

School administrators wanted

control of employment and utilization of aides.

The

Minneapolis auxiliary personnel program director had more
objectives than any other and perhaps more than all put together.
As a tactic in this contest,

the Minneapolis program director

volunteered as the chairman of the writing team.

The sub-

committee was chaired by Dr. Dean Crawford of the University
of Minnesota, Duluth.

At the meetings he occasionally gave his

chairman role to the Minneapolis director when the sessions
revolved around the materials presented by the writing team.
(Leader Action

B

2.5-4)

The Minneapolis director viewed the activity of the
First of all, it offered

sub-committee as extremely important.
a

forum to establish teachers in

a

controlling role.

He deemed

this role important not only because it kept teacher organiza-

tions from taking defensive positions

-

but also because the

role of aides could evolve substantively only if teachers were

allowed and encouraged to remodel their own role.
teachers in

a

This placed

critical position that required formalized policy

-

and guidelines.

(Leader Action

C
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1.1-4)

A second objective seen from the Minneapolis
perspective

was validation of the "open entry" provisions, the
employment of

unskilled and under-educated (but talented) persons.

Others

throughout the state were not employing aides by these criteria.
The sub-committee provided communication across

a

broad spectrum

of the educational community and this communication prevented
the adoption of regulations which would eliminate low-income

persons from teacher aide programs.

(Leader Action A 3.2-5)

A third objective was more devious.

It was felt that

the door was open through certification procedures to by-pass

the city charter restrictions which mandated that aides must

enter the classified service upon full-time employment.

It was

reasoned that since the charter exempted from civil service
those who were certified by the State Department of Education,
aides certified by the state could offer

event of

a

jurisdictional fight.

a

strong case in the

This concern was unique to

Minneapolis because of the charter.

Others had their own reasons

for wanting or not wanting aide certification.

(Leader Action

B 2.5-4)

It became clear that if certification were to be accomplished,

it would be necessary to design a plan which would:
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1.

Involve the colleges in a new and acceptable role:
to themselves, the schools and the State
Department
of Education.

2.

Keep control levels in the schools so that each
could define criteria for employment and at the
same time structure that staff under the provisions
of the certification plan.

3.

Provide in-service training
would be appropriate to the
and which would be feasible
state - urban, suburban and

program models which
certificated levels
for all schools in the
rural.

4.

Provide a series of promotional positions linked
to increased responsibility and training which would
lead to teacher certification.
(This was the first
attempt to build a career ladder on a state-wide
basis.

5.

Provide a plan which was manageable from the viewpoint of the State Department of Education.

Many months were spent drafting and discussing the various

suggestions.

A final

plan emerged which was endorsed by the

sub-committee and its parent group, the Advisory Committee
on Teacher Education (See Appendix A, for revised plan).

The

plan was presented to the State Commissioner of Education with
the expectation that he would present it to the State Board of

Education for adoption as
State Legislature.

a

regulation in lieu of going to the

The Commissioner rejected that process as

precipitous and undesirable and the sub-committee dropped the
plan, feeling that the legislative route would be dangerous (be-

cause of uncontrollable amendments) and would solidify the model

within the statutes of the state.

This latter concern was most

significant, since the model was seen to require constant evaluation
and up-dating.

(Leader Action

B

2.5-4)
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The sub-committee concluded its work
by presenting

a

new

set of guidelines for the utilization
of aides in the State

of Minnesota (See Appendix B).

This document was adopted by

the State Board of Education in the spring
of 1968.

guidelines placed the teacher in

critical role.

a

These
Essentially,

the judgement of the teacher is the determining
factor in

appropriate aide utilization.

Few restrictions are placed on

the use of aides in instructional

supervised.

(Leader Action

Training Programs

-

C

roles provided they are

3.2-13)

Early Phase

The director of the auxiliary personnel program was

employed to provide appropriate training programs.

At the

outset it was very unclear what those programs should be.
In order to find a place to start, much time was spent talking

to teachers and aides about their perceptions of training

needs.

Many reguested skill training in typing, filing,

handwriting (learning to write in

a

style used by teachers),

bulletin board display, and the like.
filled in

a

number of ways.

These reguests were

Adult education classes, which

were already organized, were made available.

New classes

were formed in community education centers in schools throughout
the city.

The Vocational-Technical

Institute provided specialized

-
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courses in audio-visual equipment operation
and minor repair.
All were provided without cost to the
aides.

One problem emerged very quickly.

(Leader Action C 1.1-1)

Some aide staff were

unable to attend classes after school or in
the evening because
of family responsibilities.

Since all aides were working part-

time during the early phase of the program, they
had time during
the day to take classes if the classes were made
available.

Secondary schools were screened for locations, and part-time
teachers were made available at additional salary to teach
classes during the day.
organized.

Day-time training classes were quickly

Almost every aide attended one or more classes.

No limit was placed on how many classes each aide could take.

(Leader Action

C

1

.4-3)

The kinds of training programs were viewed as

reflection of the utilization level by teachers.

a

direct

It was felt

that should training programs continue to reflect the expressed
needs of the staff, this process would be useful

role development and utilization.

in monitoring,

The role of aides as

reflected in the requested training content seemed at the outset
to be quite superficial.

Individual teams were experimenting

with more comprehensive roles, but these were exceptions rather
than the rule.

(Leader Action C 2.2-7)
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Training programs continued to be developed
and teacher
and aide team roles gradually became
more sophisticated.

Some

of the teachers who were more daring in
their experimentation

were recruited as trainers.

They were assisted in organizing

classes for aides in which both functional skills
and new
role perceptions were generated.

This apparently helped to

accelerate the requests for new training programs, including
supervision skills, small group techniques, development and
production of instructional materials, and communication
skills.

(Leader Action

C

2.2-8)

Though teacher and aide teams were becoming more

sophisticated, it was felt that aide and teacher role development
should be attacked by direct intervention through other training.
This phase of training program development was not fully instituted
until

later because of lack of understanding as to how it could

be effectively handled.

Many individualized training activities

were undertaken such as team observation and counseling.

This

seemed to help role development, but the pace in these individualized

sessions was slow.

A formal

class was organized under the pro-

fessional growth program of the Department of Staff Development.

The program director, as the class instructor, explored the problems
of team role development with a group of teachers.

served as the testing gound for

a

This class

series of large summer

training workshops for principals, teachers, and aides.

Action

C

2.4-9)

(Leader
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Another phase of the training program evolved
from
requests by teachers and aides to incorporate
college training
into the aide training curriculum.

Individual aides were enrolled

at the University of Minnesota in any
course to which they

could gain admittance and which was approved by
the aide's

supervising teacher.

An an outgrowth of short experience, the

Department of Special Classes at the University was
contracted
to

buy

a

complete class including the instructor and books.

Informal pre-registration was conducted with the aides
by
school mail.

Formal

class session.

registration was conducted at the first

Before the classes opened instructors were

oriented to the nature of the program, the background of the
participants and other pertinent information.

were consistently over-subscribed.

The classes

They also became popular

with the instructors and, as word spread throughout the campus,
more and more professors asked to be considered.

Action

3.2-16 and

C

This was

a

C

(Leader

1.1-5)

period of great growth in the training program.

Public evaluation sessions were held at the University with the

instructors to assess what was happening and to project into
the future for the program and the University.
C

(Leader Action

2.1-10)

The total

program had both

and early endorsements of success.

a

high degree of visibility

Newspaper articles and even

editorials in the Minneapolis Star and the Tribune appeared with

strongly supporting positions.

-
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Policy Development

The program began without

a

great deal of formal policy.

This lack of policy and structure at the outset was not
an

oversight; it was deliberate.

The philosophy was to let the

program grow and shape itself and to add structure when

structure was needed.
An event occured at the end of the first year which

broadened the conceptual framework of the program.
first year,

a

During the

parallel program was conducted utilizing group

social workers and social work aides.

The aides were employed

like teacher aides and functioned as team members with the

group social workers, who provided specialized casework and
social services in certain schools.

(All

Minneapolis schools

have school social workers assigned as part of the regular
staff.

This program supplemented that service.)
For several

reasons, the program was terminated at the

end of the first year.

effective, and

a

However, the aide staff had been

decision was made to retain that staff and

assign them to the regular school social workers.

The teacher

aide program became the auxiliary school personnel program.
This merger of teacher aides and social work aides established
the precedent for coordinating and training all non-certified

instructional personnel from
D 2.5-3)

a

single department.

(Leader Action
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One of the earliest commitments to
operational procedure

grew out of the first summer program
policy for recruiting and

selecting aide staff.

That decentralized procedure was

retained in the following year and set
the stage for decentralized

decision making on other matters.

It was relatively easy to

move from decentralized employment to
decentralized training.
These elements led the director to assume
the decisions of teachers.

role supporting

a

This required much clarification with

principals and confrontations with

few.

a

Most administrators,

however, welcomed the idea and supported the concept and
its

implementations.

(Leader Action

C

3.1-17)

By the end of the first year of operation, teachers

were beginning to flex their muscles.
they were in control and expressed

At the suggestion of

was secured for

a

summer workshop.

desire that these controls

a

be formalized.

They seemed to realize

a

few teachers, funding

The schools system's

attorneys were made available to the group and they began

exploring the legal and functional factors in the relationships
between teachers, aides, and administrators

.

A policy statement

was finally drafted which reinforced the role of teachers as
the key person in the decision making chain as related to the

role of aides.

The attorneys examined and endorsed the statement

as compatible with school

law and legal

precedent.

This policy

was adopted by the Board of Education the following year.

Appendix C)

(Leader Action

C

3.2-14)

(See
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As an outgrowth of this action,
the superintendent

asked for

a

series of rules governing administrative
action

in crisis situations, such as strikes.

These rules were

drafted and adopted by administrative action
(Appendix D).
They specifically denied using aides to direct
classrooms
as a stri ke-breaki ng tool

of teachers.

or for any other prolonged absence

They provided the flexibility for teachers

to leave an aide in charge during the teacher's
limited

absence.

These statements became modifying factors in

a

teacher strike in the spring of 1970 and probably did much to

prevent crisis action which could have driven
teachers and aides.

a

wedge between

Indeed, teachers and aides emerged from

that three week strike closer than before.

Many aides

reported for work during the strike at the encouragement of
their teacher supervisors, who were well aware that the aides

would not be used as strike breakers and who knew also that
the aides could not afford the lost salary.

(Leader Action

C

3.1-15)

The most significant policy began to evolve in late 1966
and is still

being developed.

It began when the director read

the book, New Careers for the Poor
Pearl

(1965).

,

by Frank Riessman and Arthur

The concept of new careers had great personal

impact because the Minneapolis program seemed ready for such far

reaching changes.

From that point until the early spring of 1967,

new career concepts were constantly in his mind as the program
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continued to unfold.

Plans were drawn to "credit"
the in-service

training conducted by the
Minneapolis Public School staff.

Tentative career ladders incorporating
"local credit" and college
coursework were drafted and reviewed
both conceptually and theoretically with everyone who might
be involved later.

Guarded

discussions were held with teachers,
aides, principals, and central
office administrators to ascertain
their readiness for such

revolutionary ideas.

Much was moving under the surface,
but

major block was seen from the beginning:

a

Career ladders would

be costly to implement, and only
outside funding offered any

hope of bringing it to reality.
In March of 1967,

of Federal
a

(Leader Action

E

1.2-1

and

E

the Assistant Director (now Director)

Programs, Research and Development returned
from

meeting with community groups and Federal
representatives.

He had with him

a

3.2-3)

funding design from the Department of Labor

which contained exactly the same elements being
discussed
informally within the school system.

The New Career Program

which evolved had been drafted from the Riessman and
Pearl
concept and embodied into legislation sponsored by Congressman
James Scheurer of New York.
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THE AUXILIARY PERSONNEL PROGRAM
1967-1970

New Career Program

During the spring of 1967 there
was

a

feverish effort

to prepare the details required
for the New Career Program.

Career ladder models were developed.

The organizational

structure and service roles were designed
for the central

administration core which woul

coordinate the intake process

d

and handle fiscal accounting.

This administrative agency

was under the jurisdiction of the
Mobilization of Economic

Resources, the local Community Action Agency
of the Office
of Economic Opportunity.

Funding was provided through the

Bureau of Work Programs, Department of Labor.

Each partici-

pating public agency was to manage its own share
of the
program.

The Minneapolis New Career Program was not

limited to the public schools.

participated.

There were 209 participant "slots" in the program,

115 with the school

system.

Each agency negotiated

Career Office.

Nine human service agencies

a

sub-contract with the New

The University of Minnesota was also

a

sub-

contractor, providing academic counseling services and

appropriate educational curricula.

A program research unit

was funded within the Training Center for Community Programs

of the University of Minnesota.

This variety of service roles
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in a number of agencies and the radical

concept of the new

career movement placed severe strain on the program
in
efforts to coordinate and in the training programs.^
The New Career Program was conceived from the recognition
that
1)

a

number of inherent faults have emerged in human services:

The training of professionals had become isolated from

the role as practiced.

2)

The professional had been grossly

under utilized, with many service demands unrelated to
professional role and to his professional training.
professional had been recruited from

a

a

3)

The

limited population which

had quite different values from many receiving his professional

services.

4)

There was need for an alternative route to

professionalism so that others, particularly minority and
low-income persons, would find

a

viable

means to-achieve

professional status.

These thrusts were at the heart of the

program.

the program was designed for conflict

In essence,

and confrontation, since the time honored traditions, procedures,
and values of organizations were challenged.

^See Bennett and Falk, New Careers and Urban Schools.
This sociological study of the Minneapolis New Career Program
provides another viewpoint, that from the University. Some of
the research findings of the program and the earlier studies of
See
the schools' teacher aide program are also included.
particularly Chapters 6, 7 and 8 for these findings.
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The training model for the program was not

a

new concept.

It was often described as a work-study model, but more closely

resembled an apprenticeship training program.
in several

respects from both.

It differed

It differed from the work-

study model because, in the new career model, work was also
study.

Credit was provided for the work experience as

the total program of education.

a

part of

The more formal activities of

study were closely related to the work experiences.
was

a

There

deliberate effort to tie academic work to the experience

of participants.

This feature was particularly evident in

the core courses for the human services.

The further that

trainees advanced in their formal programs of education, the
less this relationship prevailed.

more thoroughly in

a

(Training will be discussed

later section of this chapter).

The primary difference in this new careers model from

apprenticeship programs was that the trainee could elect to
remain an apprentice without loss of position or salary.

The training and promotion structure (career ladder) was
stairway to professional levels, not an escalator.

The

program sought to provide alternatives to achieving

a

fessional credential and to building

a

a

pro-

permanent cadre of

trained supporting staff for the professionals.

The new

career route to professionalism was not easier; it was often

more rigorous.

Not everyone made it.

The trainee's right to

make the decision was believed critical to his own future state
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of mind.

When

a

decision to forego the ultimate professional

role was made by the trainee in the light of his own energies,

motives, and abilities, he rested far easier in

a

supporting

role than were that decision made for him by society or his

employer.

Central Staff Design and Function

The new program provided the necessity and opportunity
to redesign the central

administrative structure of the

auxiliary personnel program.
operation was designed into

What had been
a

a

one-man

team of supporting personnel

who were to continue and accelerate the decentralizing of decision
making.

Prior experience had indicated the need for serving

the schools in ways that would allow staff to experiment and

grow in new roles.

It was determined that since the most

critical linkage was between teachers and all other staff,
the personnel

to be added should be experienced teachers;

should be recognizable as colleagues by teachers; and should
be employed in position which were classified as teacher

roles.

These criteria were designed to avoid petty distrust

of the staff by those viewing them as administrators.

It also

seemed logical that the staff, who were to be called coordinators, would find it easier to view themselves as equals

indeed, they were.

(Leader Action

D

1.1-1)

-

if
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It was possible to offer outstanding salaries
since

coordinators would be employed on

a

twelve-month basis and the

teacher salary schedule would be extended and pro-rated.

This

made it possible to offer attractive positions to experienced
staff of the Minneapolis Schools.

Three persons were selected:

one to coordinate teacher aides in the secondary schools, one in
the elementary schools, and one to coordinate social work staff
in both elementary and secondary schools.

The persons were

chosen because of their past record of accomplishments and

their expressed commitment to decentralized decision making.
The program director and the staff spent many hours

reviewing aspects of the program, the objectives prescribed by
the mandates of the new program, and the staff's perceptions
of potential and needs.

They were thoroughly oriented to the

budgets and operational processes.

A period of time was taken

for visitations to schools to get acquainted and assess the

situation.

More discussions were held and initial activity

was suggested by the staff.

These suggestions were immediately

implemented and active developmental work was initiated.

Since

budget items for training were turned over to this staff,

commitments could be made on the spot, following planning and

designing sessions in the schools.
and informal.

Staff meetings were frequent

They were structured as sharing sessions since

approval of plans by the administrator was not formally required.
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Experimental training models were encouraged.

The principle role

of the coordinators was translating staff training
needs into

programs as rapidly and effectively as possible.

The funds for

these purposes were limited but more than adequate (Leader
Action
D 2.3-4).

One of the most critical

roles played by the coordinating

staff was functioning as problem solvers, usually taking the
role of advocate for the aide.

In instances where grievances

and problems emerged, the coordinator would commit virtually
all

of his attention until the problem was solved.

Sometimes

this involved counseling the trainee; often it required

counseling the teacher.
to be the professional

When the source of the problem seemed
staff supervisor (teacher or social worker),

the problem was often difficult to resolve.

nature was ever left to chance.

Both parties and the principal

were brought into the discussions.
on solutions and avoided the usual

were sometimes very simple.

No problem of this

The coordinators focused

recriminations.

Solutions

Once, for example, the teacher and

aide were helped to restructure their own schedules to allow
planning and review period each day.

a

Often it was necessary to

help teachers view the situation from the aide's perspective:

her

family pressures, her educational pressures from the training
program, the job insecurities which were common within this group.
This would sometimes help the teacher to become more understanding
and thoughtful.

Attitudinal changes would sometimes improve
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relationships markedly and the aide's performance
would frequently
improve.

(Leader Action

D

3.1-6)

Throughout this entire process, it was always made clear
that the teacher was in final control.
need never feel

This meant that she

that someone would take advantage of her or that

the situation would be left to deteriorate.

It opened the

avenues to solution rather than defensiveness.

In extreme

cases, the aide would be transferred, sometimes to another teacher
in the building,

sometimes to another building.

accomplished through mutual agreement.

This was always

In the absence of those

alternatives and on rare occasions the aide would be released.
(Leader Action

C

2.4-6)

The director's role became one of facilitator for the
staff.

He spent some of his time with colleges, developing

new agreements and opportunities for training linkages.

Much

time was also spent with administrative staff, negotiating
new policy, funding, procedure, and personnel support.
In simplified form,

the process worked as follows:

The needs were identified in the schools by teachers, principals,
and aides.

These needs were met by coordinators when possible

and communicated to the director if not immediately resolveable.

Plans were then developed by the staff to resolve these needs

and the director's activity branched from this action.
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Recruitment and

S election

Process

-

New Careers

Some aspects of the decentralized
intake process which
had functioned very well

for this program.

for the schools had to be
abandoned

The program guidelines provided
for

a

community based selection team to
supervise the intake process,

which also required that participants
be certified as qualifying
low-income residents under EOA criteria.

The schools agreed

to this procedure with the
stipulation that all

trainees

referred by the New Career Office would
be screened by the
individual schools for final approval.

which was close to the usual

This provided

intake process.

a

mechanism

The New Career

Office sent lists of candidates to the
administration office of
the school system..

These were sorted by residency location and

referred to the schools for final approval.

Applicants referred

by New Careers were almost always accepted by
the schools.

Not

every participant ended up in his own neighborhood school
because
the positions allocated to the individual

schools and the chance

factors of residency did not always coincide.
all

However, practically

participants were employed within walking distance of their

homes.

(Leader Action A 3.2-6)
The recruitment policies of the program provided priority

for heads-of-househol ds

.

This brought many more men into the

employment of the school systems and was

a

much needed and
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popular feature of the program.

In some instances,

part-time

aides already employed by the
schools applied and were accepted.
They were, of course, referred
to their former school and
expanded
their role to work and study
with full-time employment in
these
combined roles.
(Leader Action A 1.5-3)
This program, perhaps because
of the influence of the

State Department of Corrections, one
of the participating
agencies, recruited

were ex-addicts on

number of ex-offenders, some of whom

a

a

methodon maintenance program.

these recruits were brought into the
school system.

Some of

Their

offense was carefully scrutinized by the
central staff with
the probation officer.

If the risks to children were
negligible,

ex-offenders were accepted.

One of the most successful persons

to come to the schools in the New Career
Program fit both

categories -- ex-addict and ex-offender.
the schools as

Action A

1

a

He is currently serving

member of the drug-education team.

(Leader

.4-2)

An important point here is that the civil service

commission gave special clearance to the employment of New
Careerists during the training period.

This released the public

agencies, including the school system, to legally structure

temporary full-time program.

In actual

a

practice full-time status

of trainees was continued without interruption after the program

termination and during the negotiation phases between the schools

-

and the civil service
commission for a permanent
model.

Action

E
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(Leader

3.1-4)

Counseling and Sup port Services

-

New Carppr*;

One of the problems emerging
from the program related
to trainee counseling and
supporting services.

Surprising! y,

it became serious because
there were too many resources
giving

uncoordinated services.
social

The New Career Office provided

case-worker for all trainees.

a

The University provided

the HELP Center, an unusual
campus-based service already in

existence, designed to provide
specialized assistance to lowincome and minority students who were
seeking high education on
their own or through funded programs.

The HELP Center provided

academic counseling and social work
services plus an on-campus

coordination of tutoring services which was
vitally needed.
The Adult Basic Education Center,

a

part of the Minneapolis

Public Schools, provided GED training and
also had trained
personnel

to assist in educational

were taking work there.

counseling of trainees who

In addition to all

of this, the school

system provided work and career counseling services
through the

auxiliary personnel program staff.

Two of the staff were

certified counselors (as well as teachers) and

experienced as

a

social worker in the school

as in other agencies.

a

third was

system as well

There was no shortage of support services.
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It took considerable
effort and time to coordinate
the roles

for each service agency and
to clarify these roles with
the

trainees.

(Leader Action

Traini nq Linkages

-

D

1.2-2)

New Careers

The new careers model of work-study
placed the training

program in

a

position of equal importance with work.

linking of these two elements provided

a

The

foundation from which

organizational equity could be achieved
between public schools
and the colleges and universities.

This did not mean that they

did the same things, but that those
things which each was

uniquely equipped to do had equal merit in
the complete endeavor.
It was this principle which formed the
basic assumption in

training programs for career development.
The University of Minnesota was equipped, perhaps
uniquely,
to receive the training component of the New Career
Program.

It

had three structures which seemed to enhance the early
stages

of the program:

The Training Center for Community Programs,

the General College

(

a

two year degree granting institution within

the University itself), and the HELP Center.

These three groups,

working together with outside agencies and internally with the
bureaucracy of the University, provided much needed flexibility
for the program participants.

-

Little was known about what would
be encountered.
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Plans

were drawn for the first semester of
the first year and hopes
were high that by the end of the
semester new insights would
be available to make new decisions.

Mistakes were made and

corrected as the program developed.

(Leader Action D 1.2-2)

One of the early breakthroughs, much heralded
at the
time, was the granting of work-experience
credit.

The concept

was not nearly as revolutionary as the
circumstances in which
the breakthrough was accomplished.

was

a

multi-agency effort, with

a

The New Career Program

socially rejected clientele.

Overcoming internal barriers within the University of
Minnesota
to accomplish a work-experience crediting plan
for this group

was

a

difficult achievement.

It was achieved primarily through

persuasion and unity of purpose among the agencies, with the
critical

leadership roles played by staff from the training

center at the University.
was

a

Mrs. Esther Wattenberg, Director,

particularly influential force in this accomplishment,

(Leader Action C 3.2-16 and
The mechanical

C

1.1-5)

problems of curriculum selection, registration,

setting up credit accounts for students at bookstores, scheduling
students and classes, and communicating with agencies so that work
and study could be coordinated with fixed schedules

complex problems which had to be resolved in

a

-

these were

very short time.

Other problems were accepted and resolved because participants
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would benefit.

7

A number of participants
were in both the

University and the Basic Skills
Center.

Sharing these students

required another level of
coordination (Leader Action

D 1.2-2).

Institutional Commitments

The funding design provided
for

a

two-year program for

each participant from the
time he entered the program.

Each

participant received full support
from the federal funds in
his first year, one-half
support in the second year, and the

agency was to assume full support
after that time.

This

required agencies to phase in new
financial commitments from
their own resources as participants
reached the yearly plateaus.

The requirement eventually became
critical.

Some agencies

reneged on their commitment after the
first or second year.
The Minneapolis School Board set aside
an annual amount of

$500,000 of local tax revenue to cover its
graduates from the
program.

In practice,

however, this amount was sufficient to

cover more due to the program attrition rate.

The school

system salvaged many of the participants who were
trained
and later dropped by other agencies.

The school system also

^TCie reader may get other insights into
the workings
of this structure by reading chapters five and seven
of Bennett
and Falk (1970).
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w

fl

s

able t0 P^vide continuity of
programs for its graduates

through the newly funded Career
Opportunity Programs.

Some

of the participants leaving the
New Career Program moved into
the COP program and continued their
training.

A number are

now emerging as professional staff,
with priority for employ-

ment as professional social workers or
teachers within the school
system.

One,

a

now employed as

training staff.

former welfare recipient with eleven
children is
a

professional on the auxiliary personnel
(Leader Action

3.2-5)

E

Career Ladder Development

The career ladder became
the program.

series of focal points of

a

At one point it focused the participants'

attention on requirements for promotion.

At another it

focused attention on the diversity of role and responsibility

expected by teachers and others.

Still

another focus was

its presentation to the board of education for adoption.

that time everything came together:

At

design, concept, service,

staff, money, and commitment.

The adoption of the initial

education was

a

critical event.

ladder by the board of

Much preparation was carried

out prior to consideration by the board.

The New Career

Program required commitment to

a

initial document was limited.

When the initial program was

approved by the board,

a

ladder, but the focus of that

simple three step ladder consisting

mainly of salary items was included.

(Leader Action

E

1.5-2)
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Throughout the first program year,
occasional briefings
were held with the board regarding
the obligation to adopt
more sophisticated career ladder.

a

When questions were raised,

as they often were, the director
was at the meetings to answer.

These sessions were frequently followed
with written information
channeled through the superintendent to
provide more insight
and to prepare the board for upcoming
decisions.

These decisions

often were fiscal in nature, although the
board was thoroughly
briefed on the educational values and program
potential.

The

association of the New Career Program with the teacher
aide
program was

a

deliberate effort to relate the two in the minds

ob board members, since they held

aide program.

a

high opinion of the teacher

The New Career Program was represented as an

experimental effort to test the efficacy and value of incor-

porating career development into the total aide program.
board accepted that concept

(Leader Action

E

The

3.2-6)

The career ladder was adopted formally before the end
of the second program year (1968-69).

This milestone event

also included the intent of the board to support the new
personnel with local tax money so that positions were secure
and the concept and model were transportable to all schools
in the city.
a

Though the budget for that year went through

stringent screening and cutting process, the new money

introduced for support of these positions was never touched.
(Leader Action

E

3.2-5,

E

1.5-2 and

E

3.2-7)

Confl ict

The New Career Program began

series of conflicts and

a

occasional confrontations which have
continued to the present
time.

They were expected because the program
introduced radical

concepts into an existing organization.

were internal.

Not all of these conf 1

Some surfaced in inter-agency relationships.

The concept of supporting services triggered
one of the

many conflicts between the sub-contracting
agencies (the

Minneapolis Public Schools was one), and the central
administration of the New Career Program.

During the second Program

year the New Career Director decided that his administrative
agency would monitor the trainees on the job in each
agency.
No reason was given for this decision, and no prior
discussion

was held with sub-contracting agencies about it.

This was

unacceptable to the schools for many reasons, not the least of
which was the lack of stated purpose or procedure for using
information collected by monitoring.

It was seen as a power

play and was finally resolved by pointing out that the sub-

contract provided the schools with supervisory authority and
that the schools also paid the work-salary of all trainees.

The position was taken that this made them employees of the
school

and no other agency could claim jurisdiction during

that time.

It was also clear that trainees wanted no inter-

vention from that outside agency.

(Leader Action

D

1.2-2)

i

-
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The depth Of commitment made by the school
system,

financially and programmatically, placed the
schools in an
insulated position with respect to these outside
attacks.

Many times the school system was attacked by the
New Career

Office staff and its parent organization.

Each time the issue

was resolved by the trainees themselves, who sided
with the
school

system.

This became

source of constant embarrassment

a

to that agency.

One very fundamental

internal

source of conflict was the

unequal treatment by the school system accorded New Career

trainees and those who were employed in the original program.

Trainees in the New Career Program were offered full-time
employment, training, and advancement on the career ladder.

Other aides were part-time employees with training available
but no career ladder position.

This problem was easily

foreseen and yet nothing could be done to structurally alter
the source of conflict short of turning down the new program.

The situation was readily recognized and admitted openly to
the aide staff.

Meetings were held to explain the situation.

At these meetings it was clearly stated that the Mew Career

Program was experimental.
new program prove to be

a

It was also stated that should the

sound organizational structure, it

would be adopted for all auxiliary staff.

In the meantime,

every effort was made to extend the new curriculum which was

-

evolving from the New Career Program
to other personnel.
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More

money was put into training programs
for non-New Careerists
(Leader Action

E

3.1-7).

As an outgrowth of these concepts,
a new training linkage

was developed with Metropolitan Junior
College for the non-New

Career aides.

This development generally satisfied
them while

efforts continued toward full adoption of
the career ladder
for all auxiliary staff.

(Leader Action

C

2.1-10)

The single most critical element in the adoption
process
was the role of civil service.

The following section will trace

this involved relationship, but at this point it
is important
to note that a one-year delay in distributing
all

staff on the

career ladder was due to repeated problems in achieving

a

final

agreement with civil service for full-time permanent positions.

Minneapolis Civil Service Commission

From the time the program was first conceived, it was

clear that the involvement of the Civil Service Commission
was critical.

It became increasingly clear as the program

developed that

a

major problem would be the establishment of

full-time positions for aides under an employment structure

compatible with the program's philosophy and acceptable to
civil

service procedure.

quite opposite.

These two points of view were

The auxiliary personnel program required an

-
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open entry" procedure, meaning
that low educational achievement
and a poor work history would
not be disqual ifiying factors.

Additionally, the principle of
intake process

tyas

seen as

a

a

decentralized selection and

fundamental requirement.

On the

other hand, civil service procedures
were viewed by most

low-income residents, and certainly
by the majority of minority
residents, as discriminatory.

Many had been rejected by civil

service in previous efforts to gain
employment.

Established

procedures within civil service required
centralized application,

screening through written examination, and
selection from
central eligibility list based on
examination scores.
and positions were matched on

a

problem of bridging these two positions in
a

Names

priority basis from the lists

without regard to place of residency or other
factors.

procedure was

a

a

new civil

The

service

major challenge.

The problem of negotiating an acceptable structure
between
the schools

position and that of civil service was complicated

by resentment from the clerical

opposition represented
union

s

a

union.

This very vocal

serious problem.

The clerical

objections were given high priority by the Commission

and delayed resolution of the problem for many months.

The position taken by the clerical union was triggered
by many factors, some of which became the visible issues while

others, less visible attitudes served to increase resentment.

-

Tbe issues which were most frequently
raised were:

1)

Aides

were given jobs without having to
take an examination.
were paid more than some clerks.

2)

Aides

Aides were given free

3)

training programs including college
classes.
charges were true.
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All

of these

The common administrative justification

often used elsewhere that this was
"only"

a

Federal

program

(with the unstated assumption that it
would go away) was not

applicable in this instance because local tax
revenue was
being committed in increasing amounts for
all the disputed

objectives

-

new positions, increasing salaries (through
the

career ladder), and training programs.

It was necessary to

advance convincing argument and justification of
the program
if it were to survive this crisis.

(Leader Action

B

2.5-5)

Pressures from the clerical union and occasional support
of that union by other labor groups created an
atmosphere

between the program director and the Commission which was
less
than constructive.

The Commission was composed of three

members appointed by the mayor.
counted on as

a

Only one of the three was

supporter of the schools' position.

However,

there were two major factors acting to counterbalance restrictive

viewpoints.

They were:

1)

Strong public support of the program,

particularly within the target areas of the city;

2)

Strong

support from the Board of Education, school administration
and teacher groups.

(Leader Action

B

2.5-5)

-
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The city charter gives the jurisdiction
for employment
to the Civil

Service Commission for all personnel other
than

teachers, principals, supervisors, and
superintendents, all
of whom are required to be certified by
the State Department
of Education.
by creating

a

An early effort was made to avoid these
provisions

state certification plan for auxiliary staff

and using that as an argument with the City Attorney
and

subsequently with the Attorney General to rule favorably
for
the schools that auxiliary staff should be exempt from
civil

service jurisdiction.

This failed because the plan was not

supported by the Commissioner of Education.

Without that plan,

an opinion from either the City Attorney or the Attorney General

was not requested.

(Leader Action

B

2.5-4)

In the interim a delegation of school

staff formally

approached the Commission and presented an overview of the
program, its accomplishments, and its potential.

A plea was

made to the Commission to waive its rights in this instance and

allow the school to select and employ aides as it saw fit.
Included in this delegation was an attorney for the schools

who argued the right of the Commission to assume authority to
take this action.

The Commission elected to request an opinion from the

City Attorney.

He ruled that the Commission had jurisdiction

as granted by the charter.

He also ruled that even if the
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state certification plan had been
adopted, it would not have

affected the jurisdiction of the Civil
Service Commission.
He did not rule on the right of
the Commission to waive its

own authority since

ruling was not requested.

a

It was evident

that the Commission elected not to
waive its jurisdictional

perogative.

(Leader Action

B

2.5-6)

The program director then entered into
a discussion
and development phase with the Civil
Service staff in search
of a level of accommodation between the
two agencies.
a

revealing process.

This was

The civil service staff was very supportive

of the concepts which were being promoted by
the school.

Since

they were also thoroughly familiar with the regulations
and practices
of the civil service organization, they approached
the problem
in a creative manner and potential

solutions began to emerge.

planning and discussion sessions went on for many weeks.

These

Civil

Service staff members visited schools and came back to meetings
enthused about the aide personnel and their work.
B

(Leader Action

2.3-3)

Gradually,

a

plan emerged which met the written require-

ments of civil service but which in structure and process did not

differ significantly from existing practices.

The major differences

were increased reporting and accounting processes between civil
service and the administrator of the auxiliary personnel program.
This added burden was considered

a

small

price to pay for the

-

innovative procedure which was emerging.
was changing.
in its

If the auxiliary personnel
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Gradually the picture
program were to continue

tested operational procedures and provide the
employee

services of an established structure, it would
greatly enhance
the benefits to the auxiliary staff.

(Leader Action

B

2.3-3)

Throughout this process, and others before and after,
there was continuous reporting to the auxiliary staff.

Con-

stant memoranda flowed to the schools and area meetings
were
held periodically.

answer sessions.
a

These were reporting and question and

When individual schools wanted more information,

staff member, usually the director, would go to that school

and meet with the aides, the principal, and other staff who wished
to attend.

These meetings seemed to relieve anxieties, but in

one instance became

a

source of trouble.

On that occasion,

clerical employee attended and later filed

a

report to her union,

a

charging the director with making derogatory remarks about the

Commission, civil service, and the clerical union.

This resulted

in a highly charged and counter-productive session with the

Commission where the director was accused of improper conduct.
The results were very disheartening and for
to destroy all of the work accomplished.
B

3.1-7)

a

while threatened

(Leader Action

B

2.5-5 and

-
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The plan developed by the civil service
staff was

finally presented to the Commission in
the spring of 1969.

The

director of the auxiliary personnel program did
not attend,
since his relationship with the Commissioners
was strained.

This session resulted in an open split between
the civil

service staff and one member of the Commission.
union agent made an appeal to reject the plan.

The clerical
His position

prevailed and it was returned to the staff for study and
changes.

(Leader Action

B

2.5-5)

One of the features in the plan which was unacceptable
to the union was the oral
by school

examination process to be performed

staff, with no written examination.

The union wanted

aides to take the same examination as clerks and also wanted

them in the clerical promotion line so that clerks would be

senior to aides.

This was far from acceptable to the schools.

There appeared to be no room for negotiation.

(Leader Action

B

2.5-5)

During the following year,

a

number of alternative plans

were submitted, all rejected by the union and subsequently
the Commission.

The civil service staff was finally forced

to design a plan to fit the clerical

union's demands.

The

elements of this new plan were communicated to the auxiliary

staff and created great consternation.

(Leader Action

B

3.1-7)

On the day the Commission met to approve the plan, the

superintendent of schools, all members of the Board of Education,
and the director for the auxiliary personnel program met with
the civil service staff and the City Attorney.

The plan was
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reviewed and the board members and others
made it clear that
the plan was unacceptable.

This meeting was adjourned so that

the Commission meeting could be attended.

The Commission

meeting was moved to the City Council chambers
to accomodate
the large crowd, consisting mainly of auxiliary
staff from
the schools, principals and teachers.

The Commissioners gave

permission for all who wished to present their view on
the
new plan.

Many auxiliaries made statements as did the super-

intendent and board members.

The response was electrifying.

The Commission dropped their proposal and appointed one
commission

member to meet with auxiliary representatives, visit schools, and
work with the staff in developing

a

new plan.

(Leader Action

B 1.5-2)

The plan which was finally adopted fit all elements of
the original, except that it included a simple written examination

(which can be read to the candidate).

This was to be followed

by an interview examination, conducted by a team of school

personnel.

Each school established its own eligibility list

rather than receiving assignments from
school

a

central

recruited from its own neighborhood.

list.

Each

There was little

change in the process as far as the local school staff was
concerned.

The career ladder was adopted as the promotional

structure and auxiliary staff were placed in

a

separate

classification from other civil service employees.

All

full-
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time auxiliary staff received the
same sick leave, hospitalization
and medical

coverage, vacation pay and retirement
benefits that

were available to other civil service
personnel. (Leader Action
B

3.2-8)

Implementing the Career Ladder

The final resolution of the civil service
conflict

opened the door to operationalize long-standing
promises made
to all

aide staff when the New Career Program began.

Though

these promises involved many detailed actions, they
can be

summarized as the process of implementing the career ladder
for all auxiliary staff.

The training and employment records

of all personnel were reviewed, up-dated, and summarized.

This summary was sent to each employee during the summer of
1970 along with

a

classification and salary rate to be applied

the following fall.

Each was asked to review this form and

notify the office of any errors or omissions before
date.

All

a

specified

past experience and accumulated training credits

were given full retroactive recognition.

(Leader Action

E

3.2-8)

The school year 1969-70 ended with approximately 120

auxiliary personnel enjoying the full benefits of the career
ladder steps but no fringe benefits.

The school year 1970-71

opened with 1040 personnel on the career ladder and over 40%
of them receiving full fringe benefits as full-time employees.

increased the hourly cost of aide service by 34% in

a

This

single year.
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Training Programs

The policy of providing in-service
training was an

important aspect of the program from
the beginning.

It generated

naturally from the need for skill
development in the untrained
people who were initially recruited.

There were other values

which evolved from the commitment to
training and which were not

expected or predictable in the early days
of the program.

Among

them were:
1.

Supervising teachers were helped in overcoming
resistances to working with unskilled and lowincome staff by focusing on positive programs
to
improve the skills of their supporting staff
rather than dwelling on their shortcominas
(Leader Action C 2.4-6)

2.

Through the training classes, supervising teachers
were given an opportunity to deal with aides in
other than their work-team relationship. This
provided a completely different perspective of
aides in a less stressful situation.
(Leader
Action C 1.1-2)

3.

The teaching staff, which had been given a stake
in the program and its personnel through
decentralized employment, now had an additional
stake in the success of their aides. The
training was their own; its success depended
on them.
(Leader Action C 1.1-2)

4.

The gap between skill training and training programs
for career development was easier to bridge than
if there had been no training provided in the
earlier phases of the program.

-mCoupled with the basic policy of
providing in-service

training was the concept that this
training must structure itself
around the perceived needs of
teachers and aides.
It was not

acceptable that others would judge
how teachers should use aides
and train them for that theoretical

role; it was determined

that aides should be trained for
the reality of their role as

practiced.

This concept appeared dangerous in
that teams of

teachers and aides could enter

utilized roles.

This was

a

a

cycle of over-trained and under-

calculated risk.

The risk was

modified by systematic administrative intervention
to focus
on teams who were exploring new roles and
the use of those

models to diffuse greater experimentation into
the program.

The

creation of new roles was followed by new needs
assessments
and new training developed by the staff.

policy provided

a

Advocacy of this

mechanism for team role monitoring and

management information feedback through viewing the content
of
training.

(Leader Action

C

2.2-7)

As the program evolved, training activity also changed.

As reported earlier, the initial
skill

development.

training consisted of simple

This gradually evolved into training for

more complex roles in the instructional program.

These kinds

of training programs were called local training to differentiate
from that offered by the area colleges.

"credited" by the school system.

Local

training was

These credits were used for
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advancement on the career ladder but
were not initially structured
into any degree program and therefore
were not directly useful
for employees who wished to become
teachers or social workers.

(Leader Action C 3.2-18 and

E

3.2-6)

There were, however, two ways in which
this limitation
was partly resolved.

Arrangements were made with the area

colleges to provide college credit for work-experience.

Though

this did not directly substitute college credit
for local

credit, it tended to release the pressure on degree
bound

trainees who wanted to participate in some of the more
attractive
local

training programs.

(Leader Action

C

3.2-16 and C

A second alternative was even more useful.

1

.

1-5)

Over the

years some of this local training became quite sophisticated.
New curricula and instructional process generated from these
programs.

These were presented to Metropolitan Junior College

and were adopted as

a

part of their offering.

New classes

were designed primarily for auxiliary staff but opened to all
students in the college.
these courses on
college.

a

joint appointment relationship with the

(Leader Action
The total
1.

The auxiliary program staff taught

C

3.2-19)

training program consisted of four parts:

A continuing and diverse set of programs, classes
and activities designed by the staff of the schools
and offered for local credit.
This program continued
to evolve and change as staff sought new mechanisms
to train themselves and each other.
(Leader Action
C 1.1-1 , C 2.2-8 and C 3.2-18)
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2
'

3.

0
Ve Pr ° 9rdm includin traditional
9
LH
InH ? f-^ offerings
and modified
from the area colleqes.
he modifications included
both content and
methodology.
(Leader Action C 3.2-16 C 1
1-5, and C 2.1-10)

L

’

A program of work-experience
crediting for auxiliary
staff who were enrolled more than
half-time in the

institutions of higher education. These
credits
were first offered in lieu of
undergraduate electives
Later they developed as substitutes
for required
professional course work, primarily student
teaching.
In social work they substituted
for the required
agency-clinical experience. This relationship
with
the colleges was continuously reviewed
and developed
as new and more sophisticated linkages
were developed
(Leader Action C 3.2-16, C 1.1-5)
A college program of course work,
which was fully
credited in a degree program and which evolved
from
the local training program.
These courses were taught
by the program staff on joint appointment

4.

college.
All

with the

(Leader Action

C

3.2-19)

training was linked to the career ladder.

As training

programs changed, these changes were reflected in the
ladder.

Training remained fluid; therefore, the ladder remained fluid.
There were other aspects of training which need to be
related.

Not all employees were ready for career development

training when they entered.
educational skills.

Minneapolis

is a

Some needed to improve their basic

The Adult Basic Education Program (ABE) in

part of the school

system.

It provides classes

day and night in many convenient locations throughout the city.

Many auxiliary program employees have completed their high school
(GED)

in the ABE centers.

It is not necessary to be a high school

graduate to enter the college level programs; however, completion

-

of

a

baccalaureate degree generally required
that

diploma or GED certificate be acquired.
was not absolute.

high school

Even this rule of thumb

It must be remembered that
auxiliary staff

were not required to enter
a

a
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a

degree program.

Those who elected

career in supporting roles (below the
present professional

level) were actually more free to select
from the range of

program content.

(Leader Action

C

2.1-11)

Another aspect of training which was found important
was the delivery of training where and when
it was most convenient
for the participants.
and sometimes unusual

This required great flexibility, creativeness,

procedures.

Educational TV channels provided

one means of reaching some staff who were otherwise unable
to

participate.

Summer, winter, and spring vacation periods,

week-ends and, of course, daytime and evening programs were all
included in these alternatives.

Of particular significance

were the released time programs while their salary continued.
single plan met the needs of all.

The program attempted to

provide realistic training where and when it served the best
interests of employees.

(Leader Action C 1.4-3)

Structuring for Change

The belief that the teacher aide program could become
a

vehicle for changing the organizational delivery system in

education was not

a

conscious part of the early program

No

-

administration.

It grew with the program
and was conceptualized

when te career development
phase was initiated.
in the open,
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Once it was

it reoriented much of
what followed.

Certain program policies developed
from this assumption.
One of the most significant
was incorporated in the career
ladder
Movement of auxiliaries on the first
two levels was based on
the individual

formance.

training, length of experience,
and job per-

Movement to the School Assistant
position, however,

was dependent on more than
these traditional criteria.

^

The

ervisor (teacher, social workers, or
counselor) was required

t0 c ommit the team to a new role
that was organizationally
re structured

.

This required linkages with other
teams or

departmental reorganizations which created
role for the auxiliary.
school

reorganizing into

differentiation.

functional assistant

It could result in an entire elementary
a

continuous program with full staff

It could mean that only a part of the
staff

was ready for such reorganization.

The plan had to be developed

and submitted in writing for approval.

The planning process

was given assitance and there was usually
fiscal

a

a

commitment of new

resources for the more comprehensive plans.

(Leader

Action D 2.5-6)
This policy has yet to demonstrate its full effectiveness.

Only limited reorganization has occurred within the schools;

-
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however, it has helped to
stimulate some and more are in
the

planning stages.

Summary

This chapter has attempted to
present

a

picture of the

nature and organization of the
Auxiliary Personnel Program of
the Minneapolis Public Schools.

The environmental forces

which influenced the direction and
activity have been highlighted.

The intent is to provide the reader
with an under-

standing of the evolution of philosophy
and related policy
and action throughout the life of
the program.

The history of the program began with
the experimental

summer program in 1965.
its successor.

That program became the early model for

The concept of career development radically

altered the direction of 1967.

This concept and its ultimate

demands on the organization were born in conflict
and con-

frontation which continue even now.

The successful assimilation

of career development into the organization has
intervened at

certain stress points in the organization.

The resolution

of these stresses appears to be, at least, partially resolving

some problems in the delivery of educational services to children.

At the same time new stresses and insights have emerged which
are not fully resolved.

These are the agenda for the future.

CHAPTER

IV

ANALYSIS OF LEADER ACTIONS
The purpose of this chapter is to
analyze the leader

actions identified in the case
description of the auxiliary
personnel program in Minneapolis.

The leader actions will be

reflected against relevant principles of
change theory selected
from the literature to see how those
principles of change theory
and the actions of the program leader
link with each other.

The

actions will also be evaluated as to their
success and effectiveness.

The definition of leader actions and the
process for

judging success and effectiveness are described
later in this
chapter.

It is

important to remember that the leader whose

actions are described in the case narrative and
the author are
the same person.

Analysis Process

A total of 46 leader actions have been identified in the

case narrative.

All

of these actions are judged to be directly

related to the goal:

adopt and implement

auxiliary personnel

The actions related to this goal will be

.

a

career ladder for

grouped with five leader objectives seen to be crucial to

accomplishment of the goal.
-
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Leader Objective A:
re cruitment

Establishment of decentral

7 pH

jand "ope n entry" admission of candidatp^

with tea cher participation in
the intake process

Leader Objective

B:

legal procedur e

—r

^

—benefi ts,

e
.

Provide

a

Leader Objective

C:

.

flexible, acceptable, and

for employing aides full-time
with

without violatinci programmatic

principles of decentralized intake
Establish

a

which demonstr ates that there
r_j.sk
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.

structure for the program
is

experimentation

.

taking, and delegation of leadership
roles

to teachers

.

Leader Objective

D:

Establish

a

program administrative

staffing model which operationalizes the concepts
of diffused decision making and validates
the

department's commitment to local school staff control
Leader Objective

E:

Develop

a

.

career ladder for all

auxiliary personnel, diffuse the concepts through the
entire system, and stabilize the model with operational
funds and other appropriate actions
All

.

leader actions are assigned to one of these groups

based on the intent of the leader and the nature of the action.
Each of the five groups of actions will be analyzed separately.
This format is followed so that relatedness of actions may be
seen and oversights in leader behavior and linkages in leader

actions may be more readily observed.

-

The three steps in the
change process, unfreezing
and refreezina will

,
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changing

be used to classify
the leader actions.!

Each action in each group
will

changing, or refreezing
action.

be judged as an unfreezing,

Judgements on classification

of actions will be
supported by other criteria.

Schein's four
common elements for unfreezing
actions will be applied to

improve the decision-making
and determine whether
actions
are unfreezing or something
else.
A fifth unfreezing element,
force, suggested by Hersey
and Blanchard will also be
used.
For those judged to be changing
actions, Hersey and

Blanchard's four levels of change
will be considered as

classifying criteria.

In addition,

Kelman's two mechanisms

for creating additudinal changes
will be substituted for the

second level in Hersey and Blanchard's
list.

These will provide

five discriminating criteria for
determining whether actions
are change oriented.

The criterion, reinforcement, will
determine whether

actions are refreezing actions.

If an action is judged as

supporting or reinforcing changed behavior,
either intermittently
or continuously, it will

be classified as

a

refreezing action.

^Lewin, "Frontiers in Group Dynamics"
pp.

5-41

,

-
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A summary of the analysis
elements appears in Table
3.
The leader actions are
first sorted into the primary
groups.

This determination is made
by the leader (author),

based on his action intent
and the related objective.
are then filtered through
the criteria.

The actions

This decision requires

the investigator to identify
the target group (his own
staff,

teachers, aides, etc.) of the
action before the criterion can
be identified.
its

When that decision is made, the
action takes

place in the classifications.

Each leader action will be

listed under its related classification,
stated and coded so that

readers may refer to the case
narrative, and identify the criterion

which the author judged was most closely
related to the action intent

Leader Action Group A

One of the earliest series of actions
taken by the leader
was related to the intake (employment)
process.

remembered from the case narrative that

a

It should be

decentralized

procedure had been established within the previous
summer
program.

The procedure was effective and efficient.

with the highly centralized process employed by

the personnel

department for professional and classified employees.
leader

s

It contrasted

The

objective was to establish this decentralized procedure

as a part of the regular school year program, continuing
with the

employment of the same kind of community residents, and even

-

Table
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3

SUMMARY AND CODING OF LEADER
ACTION ANALYSIS PROCESS

Step 1
All 1 eader
actions sorted by
groups based on
relationships to
five objectives.
.

Code *:

A,B,C,D,E

Step 2.
Grouped
leader actions will
be filtered through
criteria.

Step 3.
Grouped
leader actions
will become classified through the
criteria filtering
process

Code * 1Unfreezing Actions
from social
relationships and
information base
1.2 Undermining of social
supports
1.3 Demeaning experiences
1.4 Rewards and punishment
1
5 Force

r,_*
1.1

Removal

Leader
Action
Groups

.

C° de

Code * 2. Changing Actions
Knowledge changes
2.2 Identification changes
2.1

Leader
Action
Groups

(atti tudes)
2.3 Internalization changes
(attitudes)
2.4 Individual Behavior
changes
2.5 Group or Organizational
Behavior changes

Code

Code * 3.
Refreezing Actions
Intermittent Reinforcement
3.2 Continuous Reinforcement

Leader
Action
Groups

3.1

* These codes will

be found in the case narrative of Chapter
For example:
Leader Action A 2.4-2, means the action is part
of leader objective A; it is a changing action (2.) and is interpreted as changing individual behavior (.4).
The digit following
the. hyphen (-2) is the chronological number (number 2) in the list.
It is a simple way to identify individual actions for discussion,
since several actions in any group may be identical in other code
el ements
3.

-

the same individuals.
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Subsequent program developments
dictated

actions which extended these
concepts.

Leader Objective:

—

^ "°P en

Estab lish decentralized

er| tr.y"

admi ssion of candidates with

teacher participation in the
intake process

Unfreezing Actions

A 1.2-1

Changed policy from employment
of low- income
persons onl^ to requirement of
residency in
school service area.
Individual requirements
not changed (still "open entry").

A 1.4-2

"Negotiated" with school principals
to accept
ex-offenders and ex-addicts in the
New Career
Program.

A 1.5-3

Accepted only heads-of-househol ds as
New Career
Program candidates referred from New
Career
Office, except for single men.

It should be clear that these
were not the only unfreezing

actions related to the intake process.
program was

a

The entire 1965 summer

most significant part of the unfreezing
process.

The acceptance of low-income and marginally
educated people as

teacher helpers was initially met with great
skepticism, but
this attitude was totally reversed by the
end of the summer.

There were other important preparations for change
made in
that program; establishing a process of local

school

staff

-
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recruitment and selection, and
involving teachers in the
intake process.
The leader action which
changed the policy from employ-

ment of low-income persons
only, to

residency requirement

a

(A 1-2-1) was directed
at unfreezing the staff
of non-inner-

City schools.

They were felt to be hiding
behind the belief

that the teacher aide program
was a poverty effort and,
since
they “had no poverty," they
indicated a lack of concern.
The

action was directed at undermining
the social support of these
teachers and principals (code
1.2, Table 3) by making the program

policies clearly adaptable to all
schools.
to give attention to what was
happening.

on the closed society of their
school

This required them

They could not depend

remaining closed.

The action related to negotiating
with principals to

accept ex-offenders and addicts (A
1.4-2) probably could not
have been initiated in the first years.

It was considered as

an unfreezing action because it was
tied to rewards (code 1.4,

Table 3).

Principals, especially secondary principals,
wanted

It is perhaps appropriate to note that
"interim" projects
such as a summer school program offer excellent
unfreezing
potential because participants are in a changed
social structure
with new information sources.
Change actions are also possible,
but refreezing afterward often fails to occur,
perhaps because
the continuity of staff (particularly administrators)
is often
missing when teachers return to their home schools in
the fall.

-

manpower.
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They were offered these men
as "extra" staff, over

and above their regular
allotment of teachers and auxiliary
staff.

This was possible because the
program director (leader)

controlled the auxiliary personnel
staff budget.

When the

training program ended, these trainees
were assigned as "overstaff' on

a

permanent basis.

Many principals afterward expressed

their surprised pleasure and
self-satisfaction with the successful

risk they had taken.

There is also undoubtedly

a

change element

involved in this action, but it is seen
as secondary to the

unfreezing effect.
The action of the leader to accept only
heads-of-households in the New Career Program (A 1.5-3)
was

a

force action.

The leader rejected applicants from the New
Careers Office,

other than heads-of-household and/or male
candidates.

The

subtle force is considered in this action to be
directed at
the schools.

They were "forced" to accept these candidates in

that they were the only ones made available to fill
the program

"slots."

If there was

hesitation on the school's part, they

were advised that no assurances could be given that others
would be "different" or "better."

There was an implied assumption

that the candidate who was referred carried his "slot" with him
and if he was rejected by

a

with him to the next school.

particular school his "slot" went
There was latitude in this action

so that confrontations were avoided and very few candidates

-

were rejected.
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Some were later transferred
(without replacement)

if the staff and/or
principal

failed to respond adequately
to

supervision and training needs.

Changing Actions

None of the actions related to
this leader objective
are seen as changing actions.

Many actions undertaken in the

preceeding summer program undoubtedly
contributed to change
in this

phase of the process as well as to
the unfreezing phase

described earlier.

Refreezing Actions

A 3.2-4

Reinforced the precedent established in
the
1965 summer program to employ low-income
residents through a school -by-school intake
process involving teachers.

A 3.2-5

Protected the validity of "open entry" in
guideline development for the State Department
of Education.

A 3.2-6

Developed a working relationship with the
New Career Program administrator which
protected the concept of local school
option in the final selection process.

All

of these actions are seen as continuing reinforcements

(code 3.2, Table 3) which qualifies them as refreezing
actions.

The first action, re-establishing the summer intake process,
(A 3.2-4)

is

self-explanatory.

action, covering

a

It was a broadly applied

variety of changes instituted in the summer

-
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program.

This action helped provide
an element often missing
in
innovative summer workshops
or programs of educational
services;
i-e., the reinforcement
when staff return to the
regular school

year program.

In this

instance, the adoption of
the summer

program's experimental intake
procedures, as
program, was

a

a

part of the new

significant continuous reinforcement.

It must
also be recognized that the
involvement of teachers in this
intake process probably links
closely to a change action
involving

internalization, considered to be
the most lasting of changes.
The second action dealing with
protecting the "open entry"

concept within the State Department
of Education (A 3.2-5),
probably had little visible influence
on the refreezing phase.
It

is

significant only because if the action
had not been taken,

and subsequent negative policy
evolved, it would have created

major problem in the program.

It is

a

therefore important not

in terms of what it contributed
to the refreezing of changes,

but in terms of what it may have
prevented, had the action not

been taken.

This interpretation is consistent with
Lewin's

refreezing requirements, which he describes as
protecting the
changed condition of the force field.
The third action directed at relationship building
between
the school

s

director and the New Career Program (A 3.2-6)

is

closely linked to the action dealing with referrals of
head-ofhousehold candidates (A 1.5-3), in the unfreezing phase.
was important that the

It

'integrity" of local option be maintained
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even though in practice
that option was administratively
(leader) modified by a
"force" action (A 1.5-3)
limiting the
selection range of new personnel
by the school staff.
It was
recognized that the New Career
Program was of limited size
(115 out of approximately
450 total aides in 1967) in
the
total

school auxiliary program.

The subtle intervention of
the

leader with the New Career
Program management was directed
at

experimentation through the new
program by recruiting personnel
who were even further from the
norm of school staff than other
aides.

This third refreezing action
therefore maintained the

visible limits of the recruitment-selection
process while its

companion unfreezing action directed
at heads-of-households
(A 1.5-3),

expanded those limits without controversy
or

disturbance.

Succ ess and Effectiveness Measures
of Leader Actions

Bernard Bass offers the following definitions
regarding

leadership actions:
If A s goal is to change B, A can be
observed
attempting to change B; this is attempted
leadership.
B may actually change his
behavior as a consewuence of A;s efforts; this
is
successful leadership.
B's change may result
in B s satisfaction, reward, or goal attainment;
this is effective leadership.

-

Evcry successful

eUe
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leadership act is effective—
for
^cessarily for anyone

(A) "'" but not

(B)?3

Hersey and Blanchard support
this interpretation of
successful
vs.

effective leadership:

individual or group behave.

"Success has to do with how the
On the other hand, effectiveness

describes the internal state or
disposition of an individual
or group and thus is attitudinal

in nature. "4

They offer the

following diagram to clarify this
relationship:

Figure D.

Successful and effective leadership
continuums.
(Hersey and Blanchard, 1969, p.83).

^Bass, Leadership, Psychology, and Organizational Behavior,
*

p.

90 and p. 120

^Hersey and

K.

Blanchard, Unpublished, Chapter 8.

-
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Effectiveness of leader actions will be assessed
in the
following manner:
^

Ihe

success of actions will be judged by the leader-

investigator.

This judgement will be based on

whether the behavior of the target group responded
to the leader actions as intended.
a.

Successful actions will be judged as to their

effectiveness or ineffectiveness based on
related individual or group behavior which

subsequently emerged in
b.

a

new situation

.

Successful actions which cannot be judged in the
light of subsequent behavior of individuals or

groups will be identified, without further effort
to judge the effectiveness of the leader action.
2.

Unsuccessful actions will be classified as ineffective.

Attempts will be made to identify voids or omissions
in which actions

should have been taken but were not.

The above model takes liberties with Bass, and Hersey and

Blanchard's description of successful vs. effective leadership.
An assumption is made that individual or group behavior which

emerges later in

a

different social or situational context has

been internalized as

a

change behavior and is therefore evidence

-1
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Where these su5sequent behaviQrs
were

demonstrated, effective leadership
can be identified.

In

instances where they are not evident,
no assumptions will be

made about the effectiveness (by
definition) of the leadership.

Another assumption has been made
which conflicts more with
Bass' concept than with Hersey and
Blanchard's interpretation.

An assumption is made that the
leader actions apply to group

behavior as well as to individual behavior.
this application, neither does he affirm
it.

Bass does not deny

Hersey and Blanchard,

on the other hand, do refer to the
efforts of successful

effective leadership on groups.

and

The model applied in this study

assumes that the influence of leader behavior
on groups is

applicable to Bass' model

Success vs. Effectiveness

-

Leader Action Group A

The six leader actions directed at establishing decentralized

recruitment and "open entry" admissions of candidates with teacher

participation are all judged as having been successful.
them probably had

a

lesser degree of success.

Two of

The first of

these was an unfreezing action directed at non-inner-ci
ty school
personnel who were ignoring the potential of the program for

Telman, "Three Processes,"

pp.

51-60.

-

their school because they
saw it only as
(A 1.2-1).

This action initiating

a

a

131

-

poverty effort

policy change and subsequent

developments with non-target
schools expanded the auxiliary
staff into every school in
the city.
However, many (not all by
any means) of these non-target
schools had limited aide
personnel
and utilized that limited
staff in ways that would shock
more
experienced inner-city teachers.
It is clear that not all
teachers and principals in the
system were as sophisticated in

utilizing this new personnel
service as those from target
schools.

This reduced the success level
of the related leader

action.

The leader action directed at blocking
the state from

invalidating the "open entry" policy of
the Minneapolis Public
Schools (A 3.2-5) also cannot be granted
success since its effect was not visible.

a

rating of full
It relates closely

to the action directed at admission
of ex-offenders and ex-

addicts (A 1.4-2), in that "open entry"
implies equality of

opportunity for all.

There is undoubtedly some residue of

personal and organizational resistance to the
admission of more

ex-offenders, ex-addicts, and school
general success with

remains

a

a

"critics", in spite of

limited number of these persons.

There

wide range of staff attitudes about who should

enter the program.

Many target school principals would be quick

to point out that the school

belongs more to the auxiliary staff

-
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and the students (because they
are residents) than to any
other

staff.

This concept is still foreign to
other principals who

usually reside in the suburbs, work in
the city, and are still
prone to speak and act as if the school

is

their private property

and that parents in the district must
pass some kind of "inspection

before they are allowed to even visit, let
alone work as staff.
The leader action establishing local school
employment

authority (A 3.2-4), can be given an effective
leadership rating.
This has not only been an enduring procedure,
it has evoked

many instances of individual support and reinforcement
from
the school

staff.

The primary evidence is the fact that principals

and teachers expressed needs which generated the leader
action

creating

a

compatible procedure in the New Career Program (A

2-6), supporting and continuing local

3.

authority for final selection

Their activity in this new situation indicates an internalized
value and validates these actions (A 3.2-4 and A 3.2-6) as

effective leadership.
Leader action directed at decentralizing the intake

procedure (A 1.2-1) which was rated earlier as having limited
success can be rated as effective in those places where success
was evident.

The evidence is that non-target principals were

allowed to trade off staff.

That is, they could substitute

auxiliary staff for teachers, clerks, counselors, social workers,
or administrators.

A ratio factor was applied to all

staff,

- 133 -

ba s ed on average cost, which was
used for these trade-offs.
In addition,

schools were offered incentives, in the
form of

additional auxiliary staff, to experiment with
new organizational

structures, including flexible scheduling.

A number elected this

option after an extended planning and development
stage with
their staff.

These developments are offered as identification

(modeling) and internalized attitudinal changes which
are claimed
as evidence of effective leadership.

The leader action directed at protecting the "open entry"

concept (A 3.2-5) was not fully successful as described earlier.
It also cannot be rated fully effective despite the
success

in

getting some principals to accept candidates who ranged far

from the norm of applicants as in the case of employment of
ex-offenders and ex-addicts (A 1.4-2).
attitudinal change is interesting.

One evidence of

One of the ex-offender--ex-

addicts taken into the program was later picked up by the police
on suspicion of burglary.

When he said he was

a

school

employee,

the police contacted his school principal with considerable

skepticism.

The principal was outspoken in his support of the

man and went to the jail and attained his release.

were later dropped.

Charges

This is limited evidence of a behavioral

change; however, there are bits and pieces of other actions by

principals and teachers which support the feeling that the

inner-city staff moved

a

long way in internalizing changes

-1

from their 1965 Position.
principal

a

One inner-city elementary school

indicates that he will hire only the
most needy of

residents.

anyone

34 -

He feels that the training programs
can make almost

productive employee.

Incidently, his school has one

of the most outstanding auxiliary staffs
in the city.

These

two actions are rated as moderately
effective leadership, based

on limited evidence.
A summary of the analysis results for this
group of

leader actions if found in Table
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Leader Action Group

36 -

B

The initial employment structure
for aides provided

only

part-time, temporary position.

a

The New Career Program

was exempted from these limits
only during the two year

training phase.

Full

time auxiliary positions on

a

permanent

employment basis were necessary and the
civil service commission
had to be dealt with, since they
were granted this authority
by the city charter.

The Civil Service Commission had
demonstrated

little interest in changing its procedure
and pressure from other

employee groups reinforced that position.

At the same time

it was clear that the nature of the
program could not be

maintained under traditional policies prevalent in
the Civil
Service.

Leader Objective:
and legal

Provide

a

flexible, acceptable

,

procedure for employing aides full-

time with fringe benefits, without violating

programmatic principles of decentralized intake

Unfreezing Actions:

B

1.2-1

Initiated part-time, temporary position
for teacher aides through negotiation
with civil service, leaving schools free
to make appropriate selections.
(This
action taken by earlier school and YDP
1 eaders)

B

1.5-2

"spontaneous" mass meeting with civil
service commission.

.

-

There 1S

a

wide gap of uninitiated
action between these

two unfreezing behaviors.

between actions

1

137 -

and 2.

The time difference

is

five years

A number of other actions
related to

the civil service situation
were taken and will be discussed
in
this section, but it is clear
that other kinds of unfreezing

activities should have been initiated
with the staff, the
commission, and the clerical union.

meeting

(B

1.5-2) was an unfreezing power move
to pressure the

commission.

were used.

The spontaneous mass

It was one of the few times
that overt power tactics

The target group of the first action
(B 1.2-1) was

the teachers in the summer program.

The institution of teacher

aides in that program is seen as
unfreezing because it undermined
the normal social supports of that
staff (Code 1.2, Table 3)

Changing Actions
B

2.3-3

Program design and development phase with
service staff.

civil
B

2.5-4

State sub-committee influenced to support
development of a state certification plan
for teacher aides, seen as a possible tool
to by-pass the charter provisions requiring
civil service jurisdiction.

B

2.5-5

Leader activity in response to the intervention of the clerical union in civil
service negotiations.

B

2.5-6

Direct leader intervention with civil
service commission to request waiver of
their right of jurisdiction.

-

It is
is

1

38 -

instructive to note that all but one of
these actions

directed at group level changes (Code
2.5 Table

applying the more successful

3)

without

(for this leader) cycle of change

using personal power rather than position
power.

6

The position

power of the leader was not in itself adequate
to influence this

outside agency.

A secondary and more influential

institutional

power was eventually rallied in the mass meeting
(B 1.5-2)

involving the Superintendent, Board of Education,
and aide
staff.

The leader failure to institute adequate unfreezing

actions was followed by failure to initiate change
actions.
This forced the mass meeting (B 1.5-2) into an unfreezing
mode
and delayed the resolution of the problem for over

a

year.

The

only exception in this group of change actions were the

relationships developed with the civil service staff
That group internalized new values and became
cast.

a

(B 2.3-3).

strong supporting

This action undoubtedly saved the whole enterprise

from early and complete failure.

6 Hersey

8

.

and Blanchard, unpublished manuscript, Chapter

-

1

39 -

Refreezing Actions

B

3.1-7

Communication process to the auxiliary
staff during negotiation and program
development phases.

B

3.2-8

Cooperative re-designing of civil service
plan and adaption.

The second of these two actions is of minimal
It simply refers

agreement.

importance.

to the development and adoption of a
formal

That formality, of course, continuously reinforced

the hard won battle for a workable model, but it
is primarily
an outcome.

Its

importance is linked to the change action directed

at positive working relationships with the civil
(B

service staff

2.3-2) in which the civil service staff internalized the

attitudes held in the schools about the program and helped
shape

a

very workable model.

The other action by the leader, attempting to keep all
personnel up-dated on the negotiations (B 3.1-2) may well have
been considered

intervention.

a

change action by the leader at the point of

However, it must be considered as intermittent

reinforcement and refreezing, since from these sessions the
groundwork was laid for the mass meeting.

The staff apparently

became secure in their relationships with their employer (the
schools) and saw the threat by civil service from

perspective.

a

common
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Success

v.

Effec tiveness

-

Leader Action Group

B

The leader actions classified as
unfreezing actions

were both successful.

They changed the behavior of their

target groups as intended.

The first action which established

the part-time, temporary positions (B
1.2-1) also shows evidence
of effectiveness.

It has

since diminished in importance, but

its initiation in the summer program
resulted in strong demands

for the new program.
as

It is limiting to think of the action
only

unfreezing, for it also had much influence on
the change phase.
The second action related to the mass meeting
(B 1.5-2),

though successful, must be rated as ineffective.

There is not

the least doubt that the effects of the mass meeting
heightened

antagonisms in the conmission and within the clerical union.
These will remain for many years as problems for new leaders.
Some of these problems are now being met by the auxiliary
personnel staff.

They are cooperating with the clerical staff

by assisting in the development of new in-service training

programs for that staff.

It is,

however,

since no ladder structure is involved.

a

superficial effort

That too must come in

the future.

The most important elements about the unfreezing actions
in this group are the omissions.

There should have been

a

variety of formal and informal activities undertaken to prepare

-141

the commission, the clerical

changes.

staff, and the unions for future

To further compound this leader error,

a

number of

change actions were implemented without adequate preparation.
The changing actions also suffered from inadequate

formulation.

The leader action directed at the design and

development with the civil service staff (B 2.3-3), saved
the day because it created an internal cadre of support within

city hall.

This was

a

relatively powerless group, but they

were able to work effectively through

a

difficult period and

undoubtedly their attitude, efforts, and concern for the program
was of paramount importance in the final outcome.
is also classified as highly effective.

This action

The attempt of the

civil service staff to protect the program integrity in the face

of enormous pressures is more than adequate evidence of their

internalized value structures.
The other actions were inconsistent with the normal

leader role.

Such role change is not necessarily bad, but the

failure of the leader to attempt changes upward through knowledge,

attitudes, individual and organizational behaviors may have
caused the implemented actions to work against change rather
than for it.

This suggestion is made because the cycle of change

instituted from organizations down is normally accomplished through

position power, which in this case was inadequate.

- 142 -

The leader action aimed at by-passing civil
service via
state certification (B 2.5-4), was unsuccessful
and therefore

ineffective by definition.

Unfortunately it may also have

been counter-productive in the light of failure
to implement
parallel actions.

The leader actions which responded to clerical union

pressures (B 2.5-5), was unsuccessful and ineffective, by
definition.

These actions constituted

rather than offensive moves.

a

series of reactions

The leader was boxed into

a

defensive position because of his failure to unfreeze properly.
The leader's efforts to influence the commission to waive

jurisdiction

(B

definition.

This was an action which might have been successful

2.5-6), was unsuccessful and ineffective, by

if appropriate unfreezing had been accomplished.

Refreezing Actions

The refreezing actions listed are, unfortunately, an

incomplete list.

Undoubtedly much of the current program

activity is devoted to refreezing behaviors.
were both successful.

The two listed

The first, directed at continuous

communication with the aides during the civil service negotiations
(B 3.1-7), was effective in that evidence shows that the

auxiliary staff responded to the mass meeting with extremely

consistent and appropriate behavior.

Their action in

a

highly

-

chiarged situation was very influential

143 -

on the commission.

Their comments were factual, consistent,
and well organized.
Subsequent endorsement of their statements
by school leaders
crushed the opposition.

If the communication process through

this action had not been undertaken, it is
doubtful

that all

would have understood the complexities of the
situation and
their ignorance could have damaged the cause.
The leader action directed at cooperati vely developing
the adopted model

for effectiveness.

(B

3.2-8), cannot, at this point, be documented
The time span is too short.

A summary of these analysis factors is found on Table
5

on the following page.
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Leader Action Group

There was

a

C

strong feeling within the administrative

staff of the auxiliary personnel program that new
professional
roles would have to evolve if the program would survive.

No

one knew what new role characteristics would generage
from aides

and teachers working together, but it was clearly
unacceptabl
for aides and teacher, in teams, to do what teachers had
been

doing alone.

Even doing more of the old role was felt to be

inconsistent with the change potential.

The leader and staff

believed that new roles could not emerge unless teachers were
free to experiment, take risks, and generally assume controlling

interests in this phase of the program.

There was general

agreement that teacher organizations and individuals held the
key to the program's success.

actively, it would not survive.
given to this need.

If they failed to support it,

Much leader attention was

-

Leader Objective:

Establish

a

146 -

program structure which

demonstrates that there is experimentation,
risk
taking and delegation of leadership
roles to

teachers

Unfreezing Actions

:

C

1.1-1

Training needs assessments made with teachers
and aides.
Programs of training initiated.

C

1.1-2

Teachers were employed at extra salary to
plan and teach in-service classes for aides.

C

1.4-3

Training schedules modified to fit work and
family demands.

C

1.1-4

Took a strong and outspoken position within
the State Department of Education Subcommi ttee in support of significant teacher
roles, gaining state and local teacher
support for the Minneapolis program.

C

1.1-5

Developed a training linkate with colleges
which later included work experience credits.

A number of unfreezing actions were necessary in the

early stages of the program to place teachers in the center of
the program activity.

Training program content was identified

by the teachers and aides

(C 1.1-1).

This activity restructured

their normal role in staff development.

They were involved

in assimilating new kinds of information.

an element of undermining normal

action.

social

There was also

relationships in this

Teachers were then employed, at their option, to teach

many of the aide training classes
in a new social

(C

1.1-2).

This placed them

relationship with their own aide staff.

Aides

-
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and teachers who found difficulty with
existing schedules of

training were offered even broader options
of scheduling and

other program accomodations (C 1.4-3).

This action is believed

to be tied closely to rewards, but it may
have also served as a

form of reinforcement (refreezing), for some
of the previous
acts

The leader's action with the State Department of
Education,

which supported teacher involvement (C 1.1-4), was
believed to
be significant in preventing the state teacher
organizations

from taking precipitous and negative actions.

They had long

been advocating legitimate roles for teachers in policy and

program development.

This was, and is, seen as

administrators and school boards.

a

threat by

The teacher aide program

was unique in that teacher roles in policy formulation were

possible, without creating major, immediate threats to others.

The information sources (Code 1.1, Table 3), the sub-committee,
is seen as

the unfreezing criterion.

The unfreezing quality of

this act was probably closely followed by
level

a

change in the knowledge

of those teacher organization officials.

The action directed at developing training linkages with
the colleges (C 1.1-5), is viewed as an unfreezing action for

the college personnel.

It will

also be included later as

refreezing action for school staff.

a

A number of actions have

similar relationships; however, this one

is

somewhat unique

in that the importance of the action is judged to be approximately

-

equal

in both directions.
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As an unfreezing action it focuses
on

new sources of information for the college
personnel in
a

different social context.

approached with

a

The college personnel were

plan, money, and an offer of cooperation

which was attractive to some.

Changing Actions:
C

2.4-6

Teachers and aides counseled in conflict
si tuations

C

2.2-7

Role monitoring (management feedback)
undertaken through assessment of
training program content.

C

2.2-8

Initiated role development process through
peer training program for teachers, aides,
and principals.

C

2.4-9

Staff utilization and role development
intervention with observation and counseling.
Professional growth class and summer workshop initiated.

C

2.1-10 Evaluation and planning for comprehensive
college linkage

C 2.1-11

Linkages developed with Adult Basic
Education Program.

One of the most difficult actions to successfully

accomplish was the counseling with teachers and aides in conflict
situations

(

2.4-6).

Intervention was always made with the

intent of resolving conflicts through improving communications.
No conflict situations were avoided or left to die out, since

they rarely do.

Though teachers were left with the final

determination, this does not mean that the interests of aides

-

were abandoned.
effective.

involved

a
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Transfers were one solution and were usually

Dismissal of the aide was infrequent and always
second or third trial

in a new situation.

Teachers

unwilling to make adequate efforts to adjust their
own behavior
to team requirements were left without aide
service.

Resolution

of these conflicts always involved individual behavior
changes,

which follow knowledge and attitudinal changes.
Role monitoring was a change action instituted for the

benefit of the leader's own information and for his staff
(C 2.2-7).

The content of training programs were viewed

comparati vely

;

that is, one model was compared to another.

This was an informative activity, helping the central staff to

observe the diffusion of role models in the various schools.
A subsequent intervention through the leader action

directed at peer training (C 2.2-8), changed the cycle and
pace of role development.

structured to give teams

The peer training sessions were
a

chance to see what others were doing

and to evaluate models for themselves.

One of the outgrowths of

this training was that principals were better informed about role

development and were able to accept the idea of experimentation,
which was useful

in

later reinforcing of experimental role activity.

Action directed at observing and assisting teams in real

working situations

(C

2.4-9), was an effort to individualize

training activity in role development.

This activity led to the

-

structuring of

a

class and

a
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series of summer workshops to

update staff on progress and to examine
some of the attitudinal
barriers to new role real tionships.

Clinical psychologists from

the University of Minnesota served as
part of the staff in these

workshops
Action devoted to sharing with college
staff the intent
and needs of the aide program (C
2.1-10), was

directed at college personnel.

a

change action

It focused on information

developed in the program but also was attitudinal
ly oriented.
A number of "inside" people who had served
as instructors
in early classes were involved

in these sessions with College

Deans and others.

The action directed at linking closely with the adult
Basic Education Program (C 2.1-11), was

directed at the auxiliary staff.

a

simple mechanism

It was instituted to show that

refresher courses or remedial training was legitimate and available.
This effort opened the door to training for

a

number of aide

staff who were self-conscious about their limited education.

Refreezing Action

:

C

3.2-12

Interceded with the State Department
of Education to allow Minneapolis
to experiment with aides in instructional
roles at the discretion of teachers.

C

3.2-13

Assisted in developing new state guidelines
with legitimized teacher decision making
in supervisory role.

-

C

3.2-14

Assisted teachers in Minneapolis in
drafting a policy statement for aide
utilization.

C

3.1-15

Developed a set of rules for administrative
guides in crisis situations.

C

3.2-16

Developed a training linkage with colleges
which later included work experience
credits,
(also listed as C 1.1-5)

C

3.1-17

Supportive role and activity based on
teacher requests and conflict resolution
with principals.

C

3.2-18

Developed crediting system for local
training programs.

C

3.2-19

Expanded college curricula by designing
new coursework from local training
programs.
(Staff accomplishment)

All
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of these actions are judged to be continuous rein-

forcement acts with the exception of 15 and 17.

The first

of these was taken to guide administrative decisions in crisis

conditions (C 3.1-15).

It became important during the strike

in the spring of 1970.

This action prevented the misuse of

aides during the strike with no harm to the relationships between
aides and teachers.

Indeed, evidence indicates these relationships

may have become even closer.

The second of these two intermittent

reinforcement acts was aimed at involvement in directing the
services of aides and resolving teacher-principal conflicts in
this area (C 3.1-17).

Conflict is perhaps too harsh

a

term,

but the leader's role was to emphasize that teachers were not

-
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to be deprived of their own
aide service for other use at

administrative discretion.
a

supervisory role was

a

The legitimate role of teachers
in

serious and consistent program
emphasis,

though intermittently applied to
individual cases.
The other actions are all judged to be
continuous rein-

forcements or refreezing actions.

Intercession with the State

Department of Education on behalf of teachers
subsequent development of new state guidelines
related actions.
local

(C 3.2-12),

and

(C 3.2-13),

Interestingly enough, the development of

are
a

policy (C 3.2-14) occured before its counterpart
at the

state level.

The state guidelines closely parallel those

developed in Minneapolis (Appendix

B

and C).

The development of training linkages with colleges (C
3.2-16),
was earlier listed as an unfreezing action for college
personnel
(C 1.1-5).

It shares equal

billing as

a

continuous refreezing

action directed at aides and teachers who had requested the
expanded program of college training.
The actions which developed

a

crediting system for local

training (C 3.2-18) and expanded college curricula from this
local

training content (C 3.2-19) are related in that they are

extensions of the training program.

The crediting of local

training continuously reinforced those programs as viable,

recognized activities.

This supported the work and time which

was given to the programs by aides and teachers.

The evolution

of some of this content into college classes is primarily seen

-

aS havin 9 a
it has
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^freezing effect on the college staff;
however,

the same influence on teachers and
aides.

Success and Eff ectiveness

-

Leader Action Group

C

The training needs assessment (C 1.1-1)
and the employment
of teachers to train their own aides
(C 1.1-2), were both successful

and effective.

The demonstrated skill of aides in real
roles

was enhanced through this training, helping
to cement the

team relationships which were grounds for
new role development.
The valid participation of teachers in training
program design
was demonstrated often by teachers initiating
new training plans

without prodding or intervention by the auxiliary
program staff.
The modification of training schedules to fit work and

family demands (C 1.4-3) was successful

services to

a

in extending training

much broader group of aides.

This action cannot

be assessed on effectiveness but it is related to the
successful

change action tying the Adult Basic Education unit to the

program (C 2.1-11).

This opened training to more staff.

attitudinal change emerged from this latter action.
a

GED certificate became

by the school

staff.

An

Achieving

significant event and was often celebrated

a

The ABE relationship (C 2.1-11) is seen

as effective because the subsequent value to the aide through

basic skill

training was reinforced by these informal celebrations

and documentation through

a

number of personal letters to the

program director from aides and teachers.

-
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The intervention with the State Department of Education
(C

1.1-4) was

a

successful action.

It is also judged as effective.

One evidence of effectiveness occurred the following year.

director (leader) was invited to participate in
State Teachers' Convention in Minneapolis.

a

panel

The

at the

Also on the panel

was a member of the State Department of Education, who had limited

views about teacher roles and the utilization of aides.
panel

became

debate between the two.

a

The

The audience vocally

supported the position taken by the Minneapolis director.

Only

afterwards was he informed that the session was "set-up" to lend

visibility and support to the Minneapolis position.
Developing training linkages with colleges (C 1.1-5)
was successful as an unfreezing action.

ships resulted.

New programs and relation-

However, these actions cannot be considered

effective at this time.

Changes in this area are still difficult

to achieve.

The measures of success and effectiveness of counseling

with teachers and aides (C 2.4-6) are difficult to assess.

In

some instances counseling was reasonably successful; in other

instances it failed.

The effectiveness dimension is not assessable.

Role monitoring through training requests and programs (C
2.2-7) was moderately successful and quite effective within its

sucess range.

One problem was that the state of role development

out-paced the establishment of classes reflecting new roles and
utilization.

Classes often ran for

a

full

semester and by the

-
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end of the semester did not accurately depict the
existing roles.

The coordinator staff, however, stayed on top of the
situation
and independently and actively developed modifications in
programs,

communications (newsletters, etc.), and other mechanisms to
accent and publicize
real

n ew

team activity.

Their alertness to the

situation supports an effective score for this action.
The peer training programs were successful and effective

(C

2.2-8).

Often implemented in problem situations, they

frequently succeeded in unraveling sticky staff relations in
problems which might have polarized if attacked frontally.

Two

of these problems were the use of teacher lounges by aides and

aide participation in staff meetings.

These were completely

resol ved

The action undertaken to individualize team role development
(C 2.4-9) was reasonably successful

measure cannot be documented.

but its separate effectiveness

The resolution and planning

sessions (2.1-10) were only moderately successful and moderately
effective.

Only individuals on the college staffs give full

support to the concepts.

themselves

-

The organizations

-

the colleges

are not fully committed, with the exception of

Metropolitan Junior College.
been outstanding.

Their institutional support has

-
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Refreezing actions; the intercession with the State

Department of Education (3.2-12), the development of new state
guidelines (C 3.2-13) and local guidelines (C 3.2-14), were
successful because each achieved an adoption or approval action.
It seems

reasonable to assume that they were effective, for other

states followed these actions and there was considerable feeling

within the schools and the state that the position takin in
these documents was correct and sensible.

There is no dis-

cernible movement to repeal the guidelines.
The roles for administrative guidance in crisis situations
(C 3.1-15) were successful

the one and only time they were

invoked during the strike.

They were also very effective.

They

preserved and welded, even more firmly, the bond between staff
members.

One illustration will support this position.

were paid for part of the time they were on strike.

Teachers

(The

superintendent had "closed" the schools by directive).

When

the strike settlement was made, there was no clear disposition

concerning aides who elected to stay out.

After threatening to

strike again over this point, the teachers' union decided to

collect money from union member donations and dues, and paid the
aides themselves.

The response of the auxiliary staff to the college training

program indicates that action (C 3.2-16) was successful and
effective.

The demands of this phase of training expanded the

-

college program to include four institutions,

a
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junior college,

the university and two denominational four-year instiutions.

The leader and staff support given to teachers in establishing
their roles as aide supervisors (C 3.1-17), was reasonably successful.

There is still evidence that principals play

a

dominating

role in the staffing decisions; however, many staffs now function
in an unusual

open manner on these issues.

There is no definite

evidence that the action was effective based on this action
alone.

The development of

a

local

crediting system (C 3.2-18)

and the expansion of college curricula from this local training

network (C 3.2-19), are related and both were successful.

The

credits were incorporated into the career ladder and recognized
fully.

Evidence indicated that the first action was effective.

There is continued demand for the credited local program even
with the wide range of college options.

The other action is

not documented as to its effectiveness.
A summary of these analysis factors is found in Table 6.

Leader Action Group

D

The intent of the program leader to decentralize admin-

istrative decision-making gave rise to another need.

Principals

could not be moved toward that goal, with their own staff, if
the leader himself did not diffuse his own authority.

Another

dimension of the same objective was the need of the coordinator
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staff to see and feel their own legitimate
decision-making role
so that they could work effectively
with teachers, aides, and

principals.

Leader Objective:

Establish

a

staff mod el which opera

tionali zed concepts of diffused decision-making
and

validated the auxiliary personnel department's
commit-

ment to local school staff control

Unfreezing Actions
D 1.1-1

:

Recruited new professional staff and
designed an administrative organization
that functioned as a service system to
school

D

1.2-2

.

staff.

Developed and coordinated agency linkages.

The leader's staff, called coordinators, were recruited

from the ranks of school personnel.
in their interviews

All

had offered evidence

that they believed teachers, social workers,

counselors, and other non-administrative staff were capable
of higher level decision making and that organizational

services would benefit from such policy.

The recruitment and

assignment (D 1.1-1) became an unfreezing action for that coordinator group since they were removed from prior social relationships and their normal

information base (Code 1.1, Table 3).

They were given free rein to design and implement training and
to range into other endeavors as the program matured.

They could

make fiscal commitments and were encouraged to experiment with

- 161 -

new training processes and models.

They were partially

responsible for identifying and filling needs with the

appropriate services as rapidly as possible.
The agencies requiring coordination by the leader (D 1.2-2)

were departments in the school system, colleges, community
service agencies, welfare department, and later many of the
agencies involved in the Mew Career Program.

Some of these

linkages were for the purpose of public relations and good will.
Some served to refer personnel to the aide program and to support

individuals employed by the schools.

The leader was often called

on by the Welfare Department to clarify the employment role
and salary levels of participants.

The leaders' role with

Welfare was both cooperative and monitorial.

The leader inter-

ceded on behalf of aide staff with welfare casework supervisors

when he believed aides were subjected to unfair practices.

intervention was usually very effective.

This

Often the welfare

worker was unaware of the law governing employment income
from Federal programs and made inappropriate decisions.

The

leader had to become sophisticated in the workings of the welfare
system.

Much of this role was later absorbed by the staff

coordinator working with social work aides.

He knew the

system well and was an effective advocate for the aides.

-

Changing Actions

162 -

:

D

2.5-3

Encouraged and accepted broader department
commitment to include all auxiliary personnel
as opposed to narrow focus on teacher
aides only.

D

2.3-4

Diffused administrative authority to
coordinator staff.

D

2.5-5

Established policy of career linkage to
organizational change.

At the end of the first program year, 1965-66, the
social

work aides were released from one terminated program.

As the

aides were to be retained, coordinating and training functions
had to be reassigned.

The leader readily accepted that group

because it brought an institutional focus on all auxiliary
staff to one department.

move to establish

a

This action (D 2.5-3) was a significant

clear role for the department and to

coordinate the training of all non-professional instructional
personnel

The delegation of administrative authority (D 2.3-4)
was

a

continuing process within the department.

The leader

initially took responsibility for developing new agency linkages
and coordinating services with those agencies.

This role was

eventually shared with the staff as discussed earlier
In that case,

the staff initiated and carried out

a

(C 3.2-19).

difficult

task of designing and "selling" new courses to one of the

colleges.

Individuals on the coordinator staff also assumed

other linking roles if they had prior knowledge or relationships
with those agencies.
helpful

to the leader,

The assumption of those roles was extremely

giving him time to direct his energies

- 163 -

at new targets.

Also, it eventually provided

a

transition

process, which allowed the leader to disengage
from the program
for an extended

1

eave-of-absence without damaging the leadership

of the program in any way.

The action linking the career ladder and some
promotional
levels to organizational change (D 2.5-5) is
fully described
in Chapter III.

Only recently has this action been installed;

however, some changes are occuring.

Some elementary schools

are reorganizing with differentiated staffing models,
continuous

progress programs, etc.

One by one secondary schools are moving

into flexible schedule programs with substantive and important

supporting personnel positions.
on these changes will

Refreezing Action

D

3.1-6

The influence of this action

become clear in the future.

:

Supported role of staff coordinators in
role conflict resolution.

This action was essential

if the coordinator staff were

to find satisfaction in their new role.

On occasion the leader

intervened at the request of the coordinator to deal with

particularly difficult problems; however, the coordinators
handled most problems effectively and independently.

A

conference was always held and written accounts of these cases
submitted to the director, as he was held accountable for any
factors.

The department gained

a

reputation for dealing quickly

and effectively with problems, and that aspect of this action

-

may be considered unfreezing and changing.

164 -

The action was

primarily aimed at intermittent reinforcing
of the coordinator's
role.

Success and Effectiveness Leader Action Group

D

The design and function of the auxiliary personnel

professional staff (D 1.1-1) was successful and effective.

The

continuous involvement and design of new training programs,

without leader intervention, is adequate evidence.

Other

evidence does exist in the form of new handbooks, guides, and
supporting services, initiated and carried out by the staff

without formal direction from the leader.
The leader's inter-agency activities were successful
(D 1.2-2).

It is felt that these activities were also effective

however, as evidence usually does not emerge from subsequent

situations or new relationship contexts, they are not presented
as evidence of effective leadership.

Public agencies tend

to contact each other when they want something, not when they

have

a

newly conceptualized idea for mutually servicing each

other.

The action taken to expand the departments role from

teacher aide administration only, to cover all auxiliary staff
(D 2.5-3) was successful.

Large funding support from local

sources is evidence that it also was effective.

The suggestion

-

is made that the major commitment of
local

165 -

support would have

been difficult to accomplish if auxiliary
programs were frag-

mented in separate "projects".
The diffusion of administrative authority to the
staff
(D 2.3-4) was successful

and effective.

The leader was able

to terminate his role without damage to the
functioning of the

program staff.

This is offered as evidence that the staff were

able to fully assume responsible roles.

The actions related to organizational restructuring and
the career ladder (D 2.5-5), cannot be judged as either successful

or effective.

It appears

to have influenced some changes, but

it would be unfair to credit these changes to the policy.

Other change influences outside this program were also at work in the
system.

The refreezing action involving

a

supporting role to

coordinators in conflict resolutions (D 3.1-6), relates to
other actions directed at the coordinator staff and

is

judged

successful and effective, citing the same evidence given for
the action diffusing administrative authority to coordinators
(D 2.3-4)

and the design and function of that staff (D 1.1-1).

A summary of these analysis factors is found in Table
7.
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Leader Action Group
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E

The actions grouped around previous leader objectives in
this chapter support this final

group.

That is not to say

that other actions are in any way less important.

This group

of actions focuses on the program activity which culminated
in the efforts to adopt and institutionalize a career ladder.

Any actions taken in this group, however, would be either

meaningless or unsuccessful without much prior and parallel
activi ty

The early days of the program were much like other

teacher-aide programs.

Employment was at

a

single level

and salary and benefits were fixed at that level.

No

recognition for promotion or extension of responsibility for
aides was provided.

Change was sought through the career

ladder with training and organizational restructuring.
The supportive staff (auxiliary personnel) were to be provided

with options for personal and professional upgrading as

permanent feature of their employment.

a

Past training and

experience were to be recognized as this new structure was
adopted.

Leader Objective:

Develop

a

career ladder for all

auxiliary personnel, diffuse the structure through
the system, and stabilize it as a permanent part of
the organization

.

-

U nfreezing

1

68 -

Actions:

E

1.2-1

Discussions with teachers, principals and
others regarding adoption of concepts of
new careers.

E

1.5-2

Approval given by Board of Education for
simplified initial career ladder.

The first action was taken before the possibility of

funding of the New Career Program was realized.

It was

generated from an interest on the part of the leader who
believed

-

perhaps wishfully

-

that the concpets were valid

and the Minneapolis schools were ready for such changes.

It

served to test the attitude climate and reinforce the leader's

value system and undoubtedly served also as an unfreezing action
prior to the new program.

As the coding indicates, it may have

been directed more at rewards than at undermining the social

supports among the staff.
The board's action adopting the initial and simplistic

career ladder (E 1.5-2), exerted force, as an unfreezing
mechanism.

It legitimized the conceptual

program development evolved.

model, from which

The initial "ladder" was embryonic

but served as the life source for the evolution of

a

more

realistic and comprehensive ladder during the program.

Changing Actions

No actions in this group qualify as changing actions.

-1
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Refreezing Actions
E

3.2-3

Developed crediting plans for local training.

E

3.1-4

Provided continuity of full-time employment
for New Career trainees between termination
of their program and negotiation with
civil service.

E

3.2-5

Negotiated $500,000 of local budget support
for graduates from New Career Program.

E

3.1-7

Initiated program of information and intent
with all non-new career aides.
Commitments
made to put all staff on career ladder.

E

3.2-8

Reclassified all aides and placed them on
career ladders with recognition for all past
experience and program training credits.

It is not unexpected that so many of the actions in this

group are classified as reinforcement activities since this
leader objective appears to be

objectives.

a

"summary" of all other

The action directed at developing crediting plans

for local training (E 3.2-3), was formulated to validate the

training performed outside college classes.

This training is

recognized by the school system as valid for promotion.
interesting to note that all local training

is

It is

so credited;

however, not all college coursework receives the same recognition

Indiscriminate courses taken in college are neither recognized
nor credited on the ladder.

Of course, all college work

offered through the program is accepted.

-
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The leader's action carrying New Career Program participants
on upgraded salary and position during the civil

negotiation (E 3.1-4), was

a

service

one-time only reinforcement.

It

was seen as an intervention necessary to hold employees and to

validate the earlier commitment made by the schools to employ
successful graduates of the New Career Program.

This action

was accomplished without legal authority or precedent.

seen as arising from

a

moral

It was

responsibility, for which others

would have to answer if they challenged the action.

Fortunately,

no none did.

The leader actions which negotiated $500,000 for local
budget support (E 3.2-5), won approval from the Board of

Education for

a

new, comprehensive career ladder (E 3.2-6),

and reclassification of all aide staff (E 3.2-8) are all

related.

They are part of the continuous reinforcement actions

which formally secured the program in the organization.

The

adoption of the ladder was meaningless without funding, and both
adoption and funding were meaningless to individuals without the
actual

placement of staff on the ladder.

initiation of
(E 3.1-7)

a

At this point the

program of communication of intent and commitment

became important, for the time lag caused by the negotiation

with civil service made necessary
of the schools.

a

reinforcement of the intent

This intermittent refreezing action was essential

to maintain morale

and hold the trained staff.

A few were lost

during this period because their aide training made them
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employable in other endeavors and in some instances, their
faith
in the final

outcome was not adequate.

Success and Effectiveness

-

Leader Action Group

The development of

a

local

was successful and effective.

E

training credit plan (E 3.2-3),

The effectiveness factor relates

to the earlier arguments under leader action Group C.

The

continuing strength of local training programs in competition
with

a

variety of college offerings is strong evidence of that

effectiveness
The leader's actions holding New Career Program trainees
on upgraded salary through the civil
(E 3.1-4) was a

successful action.

service negotiation phase
Its effectiveness is supported

by the holding power which the action generated among New Carper

trainees.

On the other hand, the action directed at communicating

the intent and commitment of the schools during this negotiation

phase (E 3.1-7), was only partly successful because some of the

non-new career staff were lost to the school.

For the majority

who remained, however, it was an effective action when seen
through the perspective of subsequent developments reclassifying
all

staff (E 3.2-8).

The morale among all staff is particularly

high now that long-standing promises have been achieved.

ment in all training is at
a

visible pay-off to all.

a

Enroll-

very high level because there is
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The negotiation for local budget support
(E 3.2-5) and
the Board of Education adoption of the new
ladder (E 3.2-6),

were both successful.

They are also considered effective, since

subsequent action has increased the local financial
resources
to approximately one million dollars.

The leader's action to get initial Board approval of

simple career ladder (E 1.5-2), was successful.

a

The effective-

ness is also judged to be positive because the board subsequently

adopted

a

more complex and costly ladder.

The leader activity

related to informal discussions of the New Career concepts (prior
to program adoption,

E

1.2-1), is believed to have been successful, though

behavioral evidence is difficult to document.

Its effectiveness

not documented.
A summary of these analysis factors is found in Table 8.
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CHAPTER

V

OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter will discuss the findings
of the study

related to the objectives stated in Chapter

1.

From this and

other perspectives of the study, short and
long range recommendations
will

be made for school districts, particularly
for those with

Career Opportunity Programs.

Some suggestions for Career

Opportunity Program monitoring and assistance will
be directed
to the United States Office of Education and
the Leadership

Training Institute for COP.
Objective:

1.

Document selected Leader actions taken to
implement career development in an auxiliary
personnel program

The procedure followed in the study, identifying leader

actions within the context of

a

case study narrative, was

satisfying experience for the investigator.

a

Because the narrative

was focused on environmental conditions and program activities

leading to adoption and implementation of the career ladder,
the narrative provided

a

process for identifying critical

acts by leaders which contributed to those goals.

brought to light

a

This format

number of actions which might otherwise

have been ignored.
-

174 -

-
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The acts identified and included in the
analysis are

representative of leader actions taken throughout
the span of
the investigator's relationship with the
program.

of course, include all
needs.

They do not,

leader actions taken for all program

The focus of this study was limited to the
examination

of leader actions related to career development.

This inserted

an area of investigator judgement about what was
directly

related to the issue and what w as not.

adopted between

a

A middle ground was

narrow focus on the issues and

broad over-

a

view which could have included almost every activity undertaken over

a

five year period.

The investigator finds no

difficulty in linking the leader actions described in the study
directly to the program objective of adopting and implementing
a

career ladder for auxiliary personnel.
The case study format appears to add

a

dimension to the

leader actions by associating them with an account of the
program.

This appears to put them in

can make tentative but useful

a

perspective where readers

independent judgments about their

appropriateness and eventual contribution to the total program
accomplishments.

Though this was

in the design of the study,

a

secondary consideration

it was recognized as a potential

value in the purpose of the study

.

(Chapter I).

This study format seems to adapt itself to

of reader options.

a

wide range

The specific intent as applied to the

analysis sections may not be the most valuable to some readers.

-
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The case study lends flexibility not only to the handling
of
a

study design; it also provides opportunity for readers with

program experience and insight to retrieve other values from
its content.

It is assumed that readers who practice this

behavior do so with appropriate cautions.

Objective

:

Relate the story of the Minneapolis Auxiliary
Personnel Program so that leader actions may
be seen in the context of the total program
and the environmental forces surrounding it.

2.

The account in Chapter III is not in perfect chronology

because the flow of activity does not sort itself out that way.
At times it is necessary to know something about

a

parallel

activity which happened much later in order to appreciate the
environmental

influences on the activity under scrutiny.

The beginning was difficult to portray in the story

because it was much like other teacher aide programs.

were differences, such as

a

There

training component and decentralized,

open entry selection procedures.

However,

a

number of things

happened in late 1966 and 1967, which diverted the program
from its original path and led it into the ranks of radical

program models devoted to changing the organization.

It is

this array of influences, both environmental and leader initiated,

that are the heart of the story.

The suggestion is offered that the story itself may be
of more help to some in similar roles than the analysis of

leader actions.

The analysis is believed to have merit in
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viewing actions against

environmental

,

backdrop of change theory, but the

a

programmati

,

and

1

eader circumstances may be

unrelated to another leader's situation that he may
find the
actions taken by this leader to be inappropriate or
impossible.
The leader in this program had wide ranging authority,
or what

others often call position power.

It is instructive to note,

however, that power partially extended from budgetary authority
and partially evolved from lack of policy and procedural

formulation in the organization

.

The job was completely without

precedent, and policies and procedures were formulated as necessary.
To take advantage of this situation requires the leader to

know what the policy limitations are in his organization,
and to move boldly in setting new precedents within those

limits, and then to formally move to change the limits when
they are too confining.

Above all, he must not be too

anxious to "get approvals" through formal rules and regulations.
If his every move requires approval, he is not a leader.

Objective

3:

Analyze the leader actions taken to bring the
adoption of a career ladder. The analysis will
view actions through change theory and will
include an effectiveness-success assessment.

Chapter

4 of the

study attempted to analyze the actions

taken by the leader and included an effectiveness assessment.

Leader actions in

a

program involving change do not isolate

themselves into separate, free standing forms.

There is complex

interlocking and overlapping both in time and activity.

For

-
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this reason, leader actions were viewed in
groups as they

focused on program needs.

These needs emerged from the

evolutionary shaping of the program as it moved toward
adoption
and implementation of the career ladder.

surfaced internally

-

The stresses which

and externally with other agencies

-

were documented and included as factors in the actions.
The analysis process suggests several elements which

may be important to leaders.
1.

In

formulating plans for actions, attention should

be given to the potential those actions have on
various target groups.
A single action may serve
a variety of purposes - unfreezing one, changing
another, and perhaps, refreezing a third.
2.

It is well to depend on parallel actions:
different
interventions directed at the same target group.
If
one fails, another may succeed.

3.

Caution must be taken in formulating and initiating
actions. An innocent and well intended act may be
misinterpreted in times of stress and cause other
actions to be unsuccessful or ineffective, or both.

4.

A leader may be well advised to spend time reviewing
the target groups which require attention.
He is

also advised that over-looking a seemingly harmless
group (e.g., clerical personnel in this study) may
create great stress and could destroy other achievements.
He might well remember that though he believes he
is right, this does not guarantee he is always going
to succeed.
5.

A leader must be aware that success does not imply
If the concepts are not internalized
effectiveness.
or are not adequately refrozen, his work is not
finished.
An ineffective action will disappear when
the leader leaves.

-
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6.

When a leader finds himself reacting to
program
pressures, he has lost control. His leadership
will
generally not be successful until he can regain
the
initiative.
When these conditions exist, this study
suggests that the influence of position power may be
the best and perhaps the only alternative.
Nothing
in this study suggests, however, that force
techniques
are used only in these circumstances.

7.

The study tentatively suggests that personal power
or influence may be most effective when position
power is available, but unused.

Observations

There was

a

constant and conscious effort on the part

of the investigator to avoid the issue of leadership style in
this study.

An attempt was made to focus on the actions of the

leader and ignore other behavioral elements of the leader.
This was not totally successful.
will

Students of leader behavior

see these variances throughout the study.

This raises

the issue of whether the study should have been directed at

leadership generally as opposed to viewing the actions of the
leader in somewhat isolated fashion.

From the perspective of

the involved investigator, the issue is real, though it may not
be so obvious to others.

Another problem raises the issue of broad or even
limited applicability of the model to other systems.

There were

elements in the Minneapolis situation which may not be reproduced
in any other city.

The investigator may be less able than most

to see the variables of these elements.

For that and other

-

reasons, the Minneapolis model is not suggested as
for other schools.

a

180 -

blueprint

The concept of new careers, however,

is

applicable to all without reservations on the viability of
career development in auxiliary programs as an influence
for
improving education.

Certain assumptions which evolved in the program should
be summarized and discussed.

These assumptions are:

1.

School staff, principals, social workers, and teachers
would reach for new roles more quickly when stimulated
by the presence of new and unusual staff.

2.

Changing organizations is fundamentally a process of
changing the roles of people in the existing
organization. The process works from inside-out.

3.

Stimuli from the outside are needed but must be
controlled to the extent that their relevance can
be perceived from the existing structure
.

The first assumption was derived from the fundamental
nature of staff recruited for the program.

In viewing programs

nationally, the director had the opportunity to see many

teacher aide programs in cities and rural areas where participants were selected who did not differ in many respects from
the existing staff.

They were "teachers," sometimes but not

always without degrees.

They brought nothing new in values,

life styles, feelings, behavior, or appearance.

They were

subservient to teachers because they were employed and paid
as aides; they assumed a small

part of the teacher's former role,

and two people performed the same job that was formerly performed
by one.

They were safe people

-

and so were the teachers.

-181
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These conditions were not duplicated
in the Minneapolis
program.

The awareness of personal
differences with aides

heightened the sensitivity of the teaching
staff to impending
change.

It undoubtedly heightened their
insecurity also,

but

it most certainly did not leave
them in the same frame of mind

about the work to be done.

They were ready for change.

The second assumption derives from

a

belief that those who

deal

in closest proximity to an issue
know the most about changing

it.

When an issue is truly an issue and requires
resolution,

they are the ones most likely to find answers.

are implicity desirable.

New answers

That is, perhaps, the most dangerous

feature of this assumption and the most difficult
to predict.
If these assumptions hold up,

then change will generate from

inside with the appropriate catalyst (low-income aides)
and

with the necessary supporting services (training).

On the

other hand, if they do not hold true, the writer believes it
unlikely that lasting change will occur from any pressure,
inside or outside.
Several

program elements were discussed which spring

from this belief.

Examples are the content and process for training

aides and the decentralized employment process.

The nature and

scope of the diffused management structure including the service
role of the coordinator staff is also evidence of commitment
to this belief.

-

The third assumption is
It is

a
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direction and inertia control.

possible, and often probable, that those closely
involved

with implementing change may lose their perspective or
goal.
At this point it is important to find time and mechanisms
to

review what has been discovered and what should be the new
goal.
level

This usually requires outside intervention on

a

trust

that guarantees the integrity of past action and

commitment to future plans.

Recommendations

Specific suggestions have been made in this chapter from
the perspective of program leader actions described in the

study.

It was mentioned earlier that among the target groups

of this study are those who direct Career Opportunity Programs;

their colleagues in the U.S. Office of Education, Career

Opportunity Program/Urban Rural Branch; and the Leadership
Training Institute/COP, the technical assistance group

associated with this program.

The following section will

generalize from the leader's program experience as described
in this

study, his role with the LTI (providing technical

assistance to COP programs), and associations with the U.S.
Office staff who monitor and fund these COP programs.

These

perceptions focus on recommendations directed at three organizations:

the schools, the U.S. Office of Education, and the

Leadership Training Institute/COP.
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Recommendations

School

-

Schools

personnel should review their intentions in cases

where teacher aide programs are already formed.

If they see

their present efforts as change oriented and the program does
not include new career concepts, they should review the program's

impact

Recommendation

-

There is

1.

a

School districts with teacher aide programs
should look seriously to adoption of career
development concepts if change is considered
to be important.

propensity in new administrators (who are often

assigned to auxiliary personnel programs) to misunderstand their

most effective role.

They must see themselves as process

formation specialists, with their most effective intervention
occuring through staff development (in-service training) activities.

Recommendation

-

2.

Program directors of career development
programs should view themselves primarily
as staff development personnel and avoid
traditional administrative views of themselves and their activity.

Persons directing programs of staff training, particularly
those involving new roles and inter-personal relationships,

must be aware of the basic motivators which are operative among
modern sophisticated workers.

Old values, tied to economic

rewards, are not now believed as important as they once were.

Knowledge of these and other factors will affect the range and
focus of the leader's behavior.
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Recommendation

-

3.

Program directors of career development
programs for auxiliary personnel must
work
in positive dimensions to involve
teacher
and other personnel in the programs.
In
its most extreme form, this statement
can
imply that where personnel are resistant
to program direction, the strategy
and
action of the program leader has failed.

The physical and emotional strain of functioning
in

a

change agent role cannot be sustained by program
leaders without
full

commitment to the program's concepts.

Success will elude

those who look for short-cuts or promote watered-down
models.
This requires the leader to become "expert" in many
areas --

within limit, of course.

Negotiations are greatly enhanced if

one knows more about his own program than others and also knows

more about the adversary's role and point of view than the

adversary would normally expect.
Recommendation

Recommendations

-

4.

-

The normal

U.S. Office of Education

procedure of year-to-year funding in career

development programs
productive.

Leaders of a career development program must
have personal commitment to the concepts
and fully understand all of the program's
potential s

Annual

is

not only ineffective, but counter-

funding reviews force

a

series of leader

behaviors and activities geared to respond to the funding sequences

rather than situational demands of the program.

Under the best

of conditions, the failure rate of career development programs

-

will

be high, at least until

in educational

will

circles.
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the concept becomes more accepted

When that occurs the success ratio

probably increase rapidly.

Recommendation

-

1.

Experimental programs directed at
institutionalizing career development in
school systems should have long term,
assured funding. A minimum of five years
is required.

One of the most common errors made in funding guidelines
and program monitoring from funding agencies and assumption

that certain "standards" are known and accepted for all models.

Though quality criteria are necessary and desirabl

e,

"standards"

should be based on each program situation and should be applied

with sensitivity and understanding.

The agency emphasis should

be to extend the range of experimental models rather than to

standardize the models.

In effect this concept requires

the

agency to accept, without constant proof, the validity of people
and programs.

If such assumptions cannot be made on pre-program

evidence, the programs should not be funded at all.

The professional

role of program monitors in funding agencies must be consistent

concerning this requirement.

Recommendation

-

2.

Programs should be supported and monitored
with funding and technical assistance,
so that they can evolve with uniqueness
rather than prescribe to a particular model.

-

Rec ommendations

-

186 -

Leadership Training Institute/COP

The LTI should recognize the validity of
peer training.
It should also recognize that the
talent needed for training

program directors, team leaders and other key
personnel in COP
programs is available primarily (and, perhaps, only)
within the

program personnel

itself.

Training efforts must focus on

bringing these persons together in constructive ways
so that
they may learn from each other.

Recommendation

-

1.

The concept of peer training for project
directors and other key staff in COP
programs should be instituted on a regular
and continuing basis. The leader solutions
to problems of program organization and
leadership roles can best be mutually
resolved by those dealing with the issues
daily.

One of the greatest needs in training programs

is

intervention methodology, techniques, and processes leading
to unfreezing and changing inter-personal

relationships and

roles between teachers and aides and between teacher and

principals.

Some of this is evolving in individual programs

and their cooperating colleges.

It is

important that these

concepts be disseminated to other programs and that renewed
efforts be made to discover new approaches.

Recommendation

-

2.

Continuing efforts should be made to
see that new methods and techniques of
intervention in the role development
of teachers, principals, and aides are
discovered implemented and disseminated
to the project directors, the colleges,
and State Department of Education
Coordi nators

for

APPENDIX A

MODEL FOR
CERTIFICATION OF PAR A -FrtOFES SIGNAL PERSONNEL

-187-

Implementatio n

I*

i

The employment of para-professionals* in the schools of Minnesota will
be directed by the following regulations:

^-Definition - The term ”para-prof essional" refers
to those persons who play a role in the instructional
program of the school but who are not professional
educators. The term does not include those whose
duties are exclusively devoted to food service,
building service or clerical activities (including
aides working exclusively as clerical aides to
teachers)
II*

Persons employed as para-professionals will be classified as follows:
1.

Aide-In-Training

An Aide-In-Training is one who is initially employed by
a school district for training and work experience as a

para-professional.

These persons will be provided with

a State Department of Education permit upon the recommenda-

tion of the employing school district.

Permits will be

issued for 3-year periods and are renewable upon application

by the holder and recommendation of the employing school
district.

All para-professionals, regardless of previous

education, will initiate their employment by serving a

minimum of one year as an Aide-In-Training.

Other policies

regarding the employment and training of the Aide— j.n-Training
are to be determined by the local school district.
2.

Certificated Aide
school
An Aide-In-Training who has successfully served a
yea*
district for a period of not less than one school

,

as described
has completed an approved training program

endorsement of the
in this section and has received the

lodel for Certification of Para-professional
Personnel

-

training institution (s )

,
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is eligible for certification

as a Certificated Aide.

Approved training programs will be planned under one of
three plans.

The course

>;ork

will be taken through an

institution of higher education or as local equivalent
credit

"-

or a combination of both.

These programs must equal

quarter hours or 30 semester hours and be approved by the
State Department of Education.
•^Definition - Local equivalent credit is formalized
training offered as a staff development program by
a local school district.
It should be equivalent
to higher education credit, however, it should not
normally be a replacement for work which is locally
available with credit from a higher education institution. It should be oriented to provide highly
relevant training to complement work experiences
and should take advantage of the local district's
freedom to plan realistically. Work offered under
this plan may be either theoretical or oriented
to skill training.

PLAN A
A university, college or junior college program of course

work relevant to the helping role in schools.

These programs

will be developed by the institutions for higher education

with consultation from school district personnel whose paraprofessional staff will be trained under the programs.
PLAN B
A joint program of course work between an institution of

higher education and a school district utilizing the training

specialties of both institutions.

The course work offered

locally must give evidence of subscribing to the concept of
local equivalent credit

lodcl for Certification of Para-prof
essional Personnel
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PUN
A sequence

oj.

C

training course work may be submitted by a

school district utilizing only its own staff resources.

These plans may call on the consultative service of
university,

college or junior college staff and/or consultative services
of the State Department of Education.

The training plan should

give evidence of subscribing to the concept of local
equivalent

credit in lieu of recognized higher education.

The certificate offered under this section is renewable for an

unlimited number of 5-year periods.

The endorsement of the employ-

ing district is required for each renewal.

Renewal for certi-

ficates not used in at least one school year within the term
of the certificate will require evidence of having completed

such additional inservice training as the employing district

may determine.
3*

Certificated Career Aide

An Aide-In-Training or a Certificated Aide who has successfully
served a school district for a period of not less then two years,
has completed an approved training program as described in this

section and has received the endorsement of the training insti-

tutions), is eligible for certification

as a Certificated

Career Aide.

Approved training programs will be planned under one of the
three plans described in Section 2.

These programs must equal

90 quarter hours or 60 semester hours and be approved by the

State Department of Education.

01

Kara-professional Personnel

The certificate offered under this
section is renewable for
an unlimited number of £-year periods.

Renewal for certificat

not used in at least one school year within
the term of the
certificate will require evidence of having
completed such

additional inservice training as the employing
district may
determine.

Individual applications for certification based on
prior college level

training will be evaluated in the following manner!
1*

a PPlicants, regardless of training and
experience, will

be required to serve as an Aide- In-Training for
a minimum of
one year for certification as a Certificated Aide.

Two years

of previous service is required for certification as
a Certi-

ficated Career Aide.
2.

Officials of the employing school district will evaluate the
credentials of the applicant.

Relevant course work, judged

to be equivalent and applicable to that district's training

plans will be noted.
3*

If, in the judgement of the district, added training is

required within an institution of higher education or local
equivalent credit, it will be noted.
h»

The complete program under points 2 and 3 will be submitted

to the State Department of Education as an endorsed program of

training.
The submitted program will be reviewed and equated with other

approved programs by the State Department of Education and a
decision rendered on the application for certification.

Applicants will be issued the appropriate certificate upon presentation
of satisfactory evidence of completion of the requirements and payment
of the fee established by the State Department of Education.
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PARA-PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL
A Position Statement

A critical

issue in today’s schools is the proper utilization of

services of teacher aides and other para-professional helpers.

service of para-professional’ personnel
0

is

the

If

to be effectively and efficientl

utilized, the relevant decisions must be made by the professional who
Is

being assisted.

*The term "para-professional" refers to
those persons who are not professional
educators but who play a role in the
It does
school’s Instructional program.
not Include those whose duties are exclusively devoted to food service, building
service or clerical activities (including
aides working exclusively as clerical aides
to teachers)
The complexity and diversified nature of the educational function we
call teaching does not lend itself to analysis and division of duties

which can be clearly labeled "professional" and

"other".

There

Is a

logical alternative which recognizes the professionalism of the teacher.

That alternative

is

to define the professional role of the teacher and

reserve that role for professionals while relegating other tasks to the

helping person at the discretion of the professional teacher
A.

.

The professional responsibilities of the teacher include:
1.

The organization and management of Ihe classroom.

2.

The planning of teaching strategies.

3.

The direction of learning experiences of all assigned pupils
a)

The assessment of the individual needs of the pupils;

b)

The selection of materials to meet pupil needs;

c)

The evaluation of pupil progress,

4.

The assessment of the skills and abilities
of the paraprofessional and the assignment of duties within
the
limits of the aide’s competence.

B.

The responsibility of the para-professional

is

to assist the

teacher by performing tasks which are assigned and
directed
by that teacher .

These tasks cannot infringe upon the pro-

fessional responsibilities reserved for teachers, but
aides

may assist the teacher

The pri ncipa

is

In

meeting his responsibilities.

responsible for the assignment of para-

professional personnel to his staff and delegation of

appropriate supervisory functions.

He retains his overall

supervisory responsibilities for the school and the entire
staff.

Other professional staff members, such as counselors and social
v/orkers,

public health nurses, may also have para-professional helpers.

WhIJe the exact responsibilities of persons

in

such fields will differ

somewhat from those of the teaching staff, the relationship between
the professional and the para-professional will be governed by the same

guidelines as those cited for teachers and aides.

No distinction

Is

intended between para-professional personnel who

are paid and those who are volunteers.

The position statement replaces Guidelines on The Employment of

Teacher Aides
XXXVI

I

In

Minnesota Public Schools, September, 1965

l-B-353.

Approved by:

State Board of Education
June 10, 1968

-

Code

-192

-
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4216. 16

Personnel

Teacher Aides

The Professional teacher is trained and certified to perform
certain
functions in che education of children. The responsibilities
that are
reserved for teachers involve (1) analyzing the instructional
needs of
his pupils, (2) prescribing educational activities
to meet the pupils'
needs and (3) certain supervisory responsibilities consistent
with
established school policy and directed by the school principal.
Teachers working with ncnprcfes sional helpers, either in or out of
the
classroom, must rely upon their own professional judgment when
assigning duties to nonprofessional helpers. These duties should
not
infringe upon the responsibilities reserved for teachers, but nonprofessionals may assist tne teacher in meeting his responsibilities.

The school principal retains his traditional responsibility
vision of the school and the entire staff.

Policy
adopted:

for super-

MINNEAPOLIS BOARD OF EDUCATION
2/28/67

Minneapolis

,

Minnesota

-194-

4216.16

APPENDIX D

Personnel

Teacher Aides
1.

In the absence of the teacher, for any reason, the
nonprofessional
may not assume or be assigned the responsibilities

reserved

teachers.
2.

Nonprofessionals

may

fo

not be given independent responsibility for

classroom management and organization.
3.

The nonprofessional may not function
I21S. TP. 1 c

^

in a normal classro om helpcertificated teacher is not available for direction and

guidance.

Rules
approved:

Schools
Minnesota
Minneapolis,

B y Superintendent
10/30/67

of

-
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